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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FATIGUE OF METALS
SERIES OF 1922
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Previous Work of Investigation of Fatigue of Metals.-The
present investigation of the fatigue of metals, organized in 1919, has
been carried on through the co6peration of the National Research
Council, Engineering Foundation, the General Electric Company, and
the Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois.
Bulletin No. 124 of the Experiment Station contains the first report
of the tests made in connection with the present investigation as well
as the details regarding the beginning of this study and some notes
on previous investigations of the fatigue of metals. Many of the
testing methods and much of the apparatus used in making the tests
reported in this bulletin were the same as those employed in determin-
ing the results recorded in Bulletin No. 124, which describes in detail
such testing methods and apparatus.
2. Advisory Committee and Test Party.-The advisory com-
mittee of the National Research Council has been continued in con-
nection with this investigation. One member of the advisory com-
mittee, Dr. Henry M. Howe, has died. This has been a loss indeed to
the committee and to the investigation, as well as a personal sorrow
to every member. It was largely owing to the suggestions and influence
of Dr. Howe that this investigation of the fatigue of metals was made
possible. The present members of the advisory committee are:
O. H. BAsQuIN, Professor of Applied Mechanics, North-
western University;
F. P. GILLIGAN, Secretary-Treasurer, Henry Souther Engi-
neering Company;
ZAY JEFFRIES, Director of the Cleveland Section of the Re-
search Bureau, Aluminum Company of America;
T. R. LAWSON, Professor of Rational and Applied Mechanics,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute;
J. A. MATHEWS, President, Crucible Steel Company of
America;
JOHN H. NELSON, Chief Metallurgist, Wyman-Gordon Com-
pany;
W. E. RUDER, Metallurgist, Research Laboratory, General
Electric Company;
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
H. L. WHITTEMORE, Chief of Section of General Physical
Testing, U. S. Bureau of Standards;
LEONARD WALDO, Consulting Engineer, New York City;
H. F. MOORE, Research Professor of Engineering Materials,
University of Illinois, Chairman.
Since Bulletin No. 124 was published, Professor J. B. Kommers,
who joined the investigation staff on a leave of absence from the
University of Wisconsin as the first engineer of tests, has returned to
his former position; Professor T. McLean Jasper, formerly a member
of the Department of Mechanics of the University of Wisconsin, has
taken his place. This has been the only change in the personnel of
the test party since the publication of Bulletin No. 124.
3. Acknowledgments.-In Bulletin No. 124 is given a list of the
persons and organizations who contributed material for, or in other
ways assisted, the work of the investigation. The material furnished
and the other assistance rendered have continued to be serviceable in
the later study of the fatigue of metals. However, the tests reported
in this bulletin have been supported almost entirely from the fund
provided by the General Electric Company.
Professor W. S. PUTNAM Of the Department of Chemistry has
given valuable assistance in the metallographie work of the investiga-
tion.
Messrs. J. W. HARSCH and F. M. HOWELL, the test assistants of
this investigation, have done faithful and effective work. Mr. Howell
is the author of Chapter IV of this bulletin.
II. ENDURANCE LIMIT FOR WROUGHT FERROUS METALS UNDER
REVERSED STRESS
4. Recent Test Data.-Since the publication of Bulletin No. 124
a considerable amount of additional test data has been obtained for
specimens subjected to reversed stress.* Table 1 gives the chemical
analyses for all steels tested since the appearance of Bulletin No. 124,
and Table 2 the heat treatments used. The tests of specimens in re-
versed flexure were made on the same machine as was used for the
tests recorded in Bulletin No. 124. No new kinds of steel have been
tested since the publication of Bulletin No. 124, although a number
of different heat treatments have been used. Fig. 1 gives micrographs
* The results of repeated stress are plotted with values of unit stress as ordinates and
with values of number of cycles of stress to cause failure as abscissae. Diagrams so plotted
are called S-N diagrams. Like the S-N diagrams in Bulletin No. 124 those given in Figs.
3 to 14 are plotted to logarithmic coBrdinates. In Fig. 15 the S-N diagrams are shown with
Cartesian and with semi-logarithmic coirdinates.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FATIGUE OF METALS
TABLE 1
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF STEELS TESTED
Furnished by
Illinoib Steel Co......
3 Johr A. Rooblings
Sons Co . .......
4 John A. Ro-blings
Sons Co...........
5 Halcomb Steel Co....
6 Carnegie Steel Co.
through Standard
Ste 1 C o...........
7 Midvale Steel & Ord.
Co. through General
Il c ric Co.......
9 Amri ian Rolliag Mill
C o . .. ........
10 Inland Steel Co......
10a Inland Steel Co.....
Material
Furnished
2X1 flats....
Billets 4-in. se
Billets 4-in. sq
2Xl flats....
2X i flats...
1-in. squares.
1-in. rounds..
N in. squares
-R- in. squares
CONTENT, PER CENT
in Car- Chro- Nick- Sili- Man- Phos- Sul-
bon mium el con gan- phor-j phur
ese us
. .. 1.20 .......... .. 0.19 0.25 0.021 0.021
iuare. 0.52 ....... 0.24 0.56 0.037 0.029
luare. 0.37 ............ 0.16 0.58 0.032 0.035
..... 0.24 0.87 3.33 0.15 0.37 0.019 0.025
.. . 0 93 ............ 0.03 0.38 0.017 0.045
0.41 0.18 3.41 0.25 0.75 0.020 0.020
.... 0.02 ... .... . 0.02 0.03 0.005 0.042
..... 0.49 ..... .... 0.12 0.46 0.017 0.029
. . .. 0 53 . . ...... 0.12 0.48 0.017 0.037
of the steels with these heat treatments; Fig. 2 shows a special tension
test specimen for static tests which was used when it was desired to
make tension tests on the halves of broken "Farmer" specimens.
Table 3 and Figs. 3 to 14, inclusive, show the results of tests in reversed
bending and in reversed torsion which have been made since Bulletin
No. 124 was issued.
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FIG. 2. SMALL TENSION TEST SPECIMEN
As in the case of the series reported in Bulletin No. 124, in addi-
tion to the repeated-stress tests recorded in this bulletin, static, hard-
ness, impact, and repeated-impact tests were made on specimens of
the metals. The apparatus and methods of testing used were the
same as those described in Bulletin No. 124 for static and for impact
tests. Table 4 gives the results of the static tension tests; Table 5
those of the static compression tests and the static torsion tests; Table
6 those of the impact, the repeated-impact, and the hardness tests;
and Table 7 those of the reversed-stress tests.
5. Test Data from Other Laboratories.-Since the preparation
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FIG. 4. S-N DIAGRAMS FOR 0.49 CARBON STEEL, SHOWING EFFECT OF
UNDERSTRESS AND OF REPEATED APPLICATIONS OF STATIC TENSILE
OVERSTRESS, ROTATING-BEAM TESTS*
of the manuscript of Bulletin No. 124 there has appeared an account
of an extensive series of repeated-stress tests of ferrous metals made
by D. J. McAdam, Jr., at the U. S. Naval Engineering Experiment
Station at Annapolis, Maryland.t The Annapolis tests covered a wide
range of steels, and quite a number of the tests were run to 100 000 000
reversals of stress, and some even farther." A rotating-beam type of
testing machine with a tapered cantilever specimen was used.
While Bulletin No. 124 was in press, there appeared an article
by H. J. Gough of the British National Physical Laboratory.$ This
article described methods of making determinations of the endurance
limit by means of rise-of-temperature tests and by means of deflec-
tion tests under reversed stress. A considerable amount of test data
was given with the article.
* For Figs. 5-14 of this series of S-N diagrams, see pp. 35-44, incl.
t "Endurance of Steel under Repeated Stress," by D. J. McAdam, Jr., Chemical and
Metallurgical Engineering, Dec. 14, 1921, p. 1081.
$ "Improved Methods of Fatigue Testing," by H. J. Gough, The Engineer (London),
Aug. 12, 1921, p. 159, abstracted in "Mechanical Engineering" for October, 1921, p. 677.
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TABLE 2
HEAT TREATMENTS OF STEELS TESTED
STEEL DESIGNATION
1 1.20 carbon, normalized.......
sorbitic ..............
series II, draw A.....
series II, draw B...
series II, draw C.....
series II, draw D ..
series II, draw E ...
series II, draw F......
3 0.52 carbon, normalized........
sorbitic..... : .. .....
4 0.37 carbon, normalized ...........
sorbitic. .............
5 Chrome-nickel, treatment A.......
treatment B.......
treatment C.......
treatment D ...
6 0.93 carbon, normalized...........
pearlitic .............
sorbitic ..... . ......
troostitic ............
7 3.50 nickel, treatment A ..........
treatment B .........
HEAT TREATMENT
Heat to 14600 F.; hold 15 min.; cool in furnace (this
anneals the steel so that it can be machined); then
heat to 15800 F.; hold 15 min.; cool in furnace with
door open.
First anneal as above; then heat to 14700 F.; quench in
oil; reheat to 8600 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Heat to 14600 F.; hold 20 min.; cool in furnace; reheat
to 16250 F.; hold 15 min.; quench in oil.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw A; then reheat
to 4000 F.: hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw A; then reheat
to 6500 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw A; then reheat
to 9250 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw A; then reheat
to 12000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw A; then reheat
to 14000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Heat to 1550° F.; hold 15 min.; cool in air.
Normalize as above; reheat to 14500 F.; hold 15 min.;
quench in water; reheat to 12000 F.; cool in air.
Heat to 14950 F.; hold 15 min.; cool in furnace with
door open.
Heat to 15500 F.; hold 15 min.; quench in water; reheat
to 10500 F.; cool in air.
Steel received annealed; heat to 15250 F.; quench in oil;
reheat to 7000 F.; quench in oil.
Steel received annealed; heat to 15250 F.; hold 30 min.;
quench in oil; reheat to 14500 F.; quench in oil;
reheat to 12000 F.; hold 1 hour; cool in furnace.
Steel received annealed; heat to 15250 F.; hold 30 min.;
quench in oil; reheat to 14500 F.; quench in oil;
reheat to 12000 F.; hold 1 hour; quench in water.
Steel received annealed; heat to 15250 F.; hold 30 min.
cool in air; reheat to 14500 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in
furnace.
Heat to 16000 F.; hold 15 min.; cool in air.
Normalize as above; reheat to 14500 Ft; hold 15 min.;
cool in furnace.
Normalize as above; reheat to 1450° F.; hold 15 min.;
quench in oil; reheat to 12000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool
in air.
Normalize as above; reheat to 1450° F.; hold 15 min.;
quench in oil; reheat to 8500 F.; hold 30 min.; cool
in air.
Heat to 15250 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in furnace; reheat
to 15250 F.; hold 15 min.; quench in oil; reheat to
11000 F.; hold 2 hours; cool in furnace.
Anneal as for treatment A; reheat to 15250 F.; hold
15 min.; quench in oil; reheat to 12000 F.; hold 2
hours; cool in furnace.
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
HEAT TREATMENTS OF STEELS TESTED
STEEL DESIGNATION
3.50 nickel, treatment C ..........
treatment D ..........
series III, draw AA ...
series III, draw BB.. ..
series III, draw CC...
series III, draw DD....
series III, draw EE.. . .
series III, draw FF....
0.02 carbon (ingot iron) ...........
0.49 carbon, normalized ...........
sorbitic .............
series I, draw A.....
series I, draw B .....
series I, draw C ......
series I, draw D ......
series I, draw E .....
series I, draw F.......
0.53 carbon, series Ia, draw A . . . .
series Ia, draw AA ....
series Ia, draw B. . ...
series Ia, draw C ....
series la, draw D ....
series la, draw E. ...
series Ia, draw F. ....
HEAT TREATMENT
Anneal as for treatment A; reheat to 14900 F.; hold
15 min.; quench in water to 9300 F.; introduce into
hot soaking bath; as soon as temp. of furnace is
reduced to temp. of steel put steel into furnace and
reheat slowly to 11000 F.; hold 1 hour; cool in furnace.
Heat to 14450 F.; hold 1 hour; cool in furnace.
Anneal as for treatment A; heat to 14500 F.; hold 15
min.; quench in oil; no draw.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw AA; reheat to
4000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw AA; reheat to
6000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw AA; reheat to
8000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw AA; reheat to
10000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw AA; reheat to
12000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Tested as received (normalized).
Heat to 17000 F.; hold 20 min.; cool in air.
Normalize as above; reheat to 14250 F.; quench in
water; reheat to 12000 F.; cool in furnace.
Normalize as above; reheat to 14500 F.; hold 15 min.;
quench in oil.
Normalize, reheat, and quench as for draw A; reheat to
6000 F.; hold 30 min; cool in air.
Normalize, reheat, and quench as for draw A; reheat
to 8000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Normalize, reheat, and quench as for draw A; reheat to
10000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Normalize, reheat, and quench as for draw A; reheat to
12000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Normalize, reheat, and quench as for draw A; reheat to
14000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Same treatment as for draw A, Steel No. 10.
Normalize, reheat, and quench as for draw A, Steel
No. 10; reheat to 4000 F.; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Same treatment as for draw B, Steel No. 10.
Same treatment as for draw C, Steel No. 10.
Same treatment as for draw D, Steel No. 10.
Same treatment as for draw E, Steel No. 10.
Same treatment as for draw F, Steel No. 10.
10a
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TABLE 3
S-N RESULTS OF REVERSED-STRESS TESTS
(I) Reversed-Bending Tests on Rotating-Beam Machine (Farmer Type)
Unit Stress Cycles for i Unit Stress Cycles for
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in. Failure Specimen No. lb. per sq. in. Failure
S N S N
Steel No. 1, 1.20 Carbon, Normalized, 200 r. p.m.
1F26A 50 000 590 700
1F78G 49 000 1 377 300
Steel No. 1, 1.20 Carbon, Normalized, 5000 r.p.m.
1F78F 62 200
1F78G 57 200
1F78B 55 200
1F78H 52 100
1F78A 51 000
1F78E 50 900
1F78C 50 000
1F78D 49 900
75 000
92 200
125 000
67 700
341 800
115 100
11 814 100*
505 100
Steel No. 1, 1.20 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series II, Draw A, 1500 r. p. m.
130 100
124 900
120 000
118 100
114 900
113 000
111 100
109 100
108 000
107 900
107 400
106 900
106 700
106 000
105000
13 400t
33 200t§
646 400
68 000tV
91 00otv
189 800t
177 800t
901 700t
Steel No. 1, 1.20 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series II, Draw C, 1500 r. p. m.
1126AC 130 300 75 600t
1J OAC 125100 8 600tV
1178BA 120 000 54 700t
1J26BA 120 000 1 317 100G
1H13BA 115 100 2 290 400tV
JH78AC 114 900 10 408 300t*
1J39AC 114 800 117 200t
1I13AA 113 900 182 700t
1J13BA 110 000 103 800t
1I65BA 110 000 659 400G
1I26BC 108 900 170 300t
1I52BA 107 900 2 095 000
1H39BC 107 900 10 661 400t*
1H13AC 107 600 323 500VG
1I78AC 107 000 129 800§
1H26A 105 900 445 500tG
Steel No. 1, 1.20 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series II, Draw D, 1500 r. p. m.
1I26AD 119 800 35 500§
1H13AD 110 100 30 400
1I65BB 108 100 129 300
1H39BD 105 100 377 800t
1I13AB 105 100 762 500G
1H78AD 104 100 146 700t
1J OAD 102 900 131 000t
1J39AD 102 900 9 489 500tVG
1J26BB 101900 13 120 600*
1I78BB 101 900 15 325 800*
1I26BD 101 000 19 676 500t*
99 100 Steel No. 1, 1.20 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
246 100t Series II, Draw D, 200 r. p. m.
11 656 600t* 1J13BB 102 000 753 100
33 500tV 1H13BB 100 900 127 600
71 400 1I78AD 100 000 305 900K
141 300 1I52BB 100 000 10 058 500*
189 600 1 1H26BB 99 000 10 007 300*
Steel No. 1, 1.20 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Steel No. 1, 1.20 Carbon, Heat-Treatment Series II, Draw E, 1500 r. p. m.
Series II, Draw B, 1500 r. p. m. 1H13BC 100 000 4 000
1J OBA .85 300 24 900
1I OAA 80 200 27 700B
1H78AB 124 900 49 000t 1J39BA 76 900 116 400
1IOAD 120 000 85 800t 1178BC 75 300 183 900
1I91AD 120 000 239 700G 1H52AA 73 200 395 200K
1IOBD 118 100 115 000 1I65BC 71 000 190 300
IJOAB 115 800 80 900tV 1I13AC 71000 362 900
1J39AB 114 100 45 600tV 1J13BC 70 000 139 500
1I26BB 112 000 75 100 1I52BC 69 000 271 600
1H39BB 110 100 113 100 IH26BC 68 100 4 219 700
1126AB 108 000 131 200 II OBA 68 100 25 717 800§*
1I39AD 107 800 9 602 800 1J26BC 68 000 10 540 400*
1H52AD 107 100 4 957 200G 1I39AA 67 900 5 511 700
1I78AB 107 100 13 104 100* 1H39AA 67 200 24 006 900*
1H13AA
1J39BC
1J39AA
1I91AC
1139AC
1JOBC
1H78AA
1IOAO
1126BA
1I26AA
1H39BA
1IOBC1139AC
1H39AC
1178AA
1JOAA
* Did not fail. G Broke in grip.
t Brass collets used. K Specimen slightly bent before start of test.
§ Previously used for rise-of-temperature test. B Bent, did not break.
V Vibrated badly.
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FATIGUE OF METALS
TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS OF REVERSED-STRESS TESTS
(I) Reversed-Bending Tests on Rotating-Beam Machine (Farmer Type)
Unit Stress
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in.
S
Cycles for
Failure
N
Unit Stress Cycles for
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in. Failure
S N
Steel No. 1, 1.20 Carbon, Heat-Treatment Steel No.7,3.50 Nickel, Treatment A, 1500 r.p.m,
Series II, Draw F, 1500 r. p. m.
1I13AD 85000 5000
1J13BD 77 900 1 100B
1I39AB 70 000 2 900B
1I52BD 60400 16400
1J26BD 59 100 187 000
1I OAB 57900 177 600
II OBB 57 000 592 900
1H52AB 56 000 151 700
11139AB 55000 415600
IJ OBB 54 000 979 000
1H26BD 53 600 10 482 300*
1I91AB 53 000 10 952 200*
1I78BD 52 900 10 664 900§*
IJ39BB 50 000 10 654 600*
Steel No. 5, Chrome-Nickel, Treatment B,
200 r. p. m.
51h OAC 79 900 70 300
5H65AA 70 000 560 900
5G13AC 69 800 257 100
5G78AD 65 000 997 100
5E 0AA 64700 10 814 300*
Steel No. 5, Chrome-Nickel, Treatment D,
1500 r. p. m.
7R65A
7P39C
7Q52A
7P39B
7P39A
7N143C
7M OC
7N1SA
7Q52B
7026D
7Q52D
7R65D
7R65C
7026B
7N13A
7M OB
7P39D
7Q52C
7M OA
7026C
7N13B
7N13C
7N143B
7R65B
7N143A
7M130A
7M130A1
7P91B
7M130C
7P91C
7N143D
110 000
96 200
90 100
86000
80 000
78 200
77 000
74 000
71 000
09 900
69 800
69 300
69 100
69 100
68 600
67 600
66 800
66 500
65 900
65400
65 200
65000
64 900
64 900
64 700
64 500
64 500
04 100
63900
63 900
60 800
2 800
10 600
45 400
70 800
102 200
161 400
253 800
386 000
791 COO
456 900
257 200
1 376 400G
330 000
1 197 800G
677 400
420 900
2 005 200
2 146 600
3 552 700
1 126 500
39 529 5000
6 367 000
697 700
53 506 600*
1 103 300
859 200
38 546 600
173 296 400§*
34 641 900
101 048 200*
105 014 200*
5J91H
5191H
5J91F
5191B
5K OC
5K OD
5J91A
5J91C
5K OE
5I91E
5191F
5K OF
5191D
5J91E
5J91D
5191A
5K OB
5K OA
5J91G
5J91B
75000
70 200
4 000
62 600
60 000
58 100
56 000
55 000
54000
53 000
52 000
51 500
50 000
49 900
49 900
49 100
49 000
49 000
49 000
47 900
5200
7 100
58 900
61000
93 200
139 400
278 800
679 200
624 100
745 600
1 923 400
594 700
8 748 200
3 189 800
C 941 600
37 194 000
26 462 4001
101044 800*
103 081 700*
100 402 300*
Did not fail.
Previously used for rise-of-temperature test.
Bent, did not break.
Steel No. 7,3.50 Nickel, Treatment C,1500 r.p.m.
7HH52
7II13B
71113A
7JJ26A
7I143BA
7JJ78A
7II143AA
7KK OB
7JJ26D
7II13D
7I1143CA
7JJ26C
7JJ78B
7JJ26D
7HH52B
7JJ78C
82 800
80 100
77 300
74 300
74 000
72 000
70 100
67 800
67500
64 800
64 000
64 000
63 000
62 300
62 000
60 300
89 200
62 800
88 600
219 400
508 400
928 800
806 700
738 200
56 466 800*
1 846 600
59 042 600
45 469 400
15 038 300*
153 520 200§*
904 400
15 523 800*
G Broke in grip.
t Hanger unscrewed, allowing entire load to fall
on one bearing.
. .
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
S -N RESULTS OF REVERSED-STRESS TESTS
(I) Reversed-Bending Tests on Rotating-Beam Machine (Farmer Type)
Unit Stress Cycles fori
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in. Failure
S N
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment C, 200 r.p.m.
7KK OC 75 000 155 600
711143D 70000 998 600
7KK OD 69 000 749 500
7HH52D 68 200 2 108 100
7KK OA 67 000 604 700
7JJ78D 66 000 11 343 500*
7HH52C ;5 200 1 994 900
7JJ26CA 64 700 10 303 500*
71113CA 63 500 13 649 800*
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment D,
1500 r. p. m.
7BB65C 71 300 15 300
7CG OC 67 800 54 700
7EE26C 65 600 120 100
7FF13A 63 700 130 800
7DD39B 61 700 181 300
7GG OA 60 200 211 400
7CC52A 59 400 1 269 600
7EE26D 58 500 387 600
7EE26A 56 900 1 215 000
7CC52B 56 000 957 800
7EE26B 55 600 898 000
7BB65A 55 400 2 329 000
7FF13B 55 000 1 023 500
7DD39A 54 700 1 606 900
7CC52C 54 (00 1 470 70G
7GG OB 54 500 64 339 700-
7BB65C 54 400 2 056 800
7DD39C 54 300 12 959 000
7CC52D 54 200 3 533 700V
7Z130C 54000 412000
7GGOD 54 000 64 543 700*
7DD39 53 900 3 229 600
7FF13B 53 900 76 932 600*
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment D, 200 r.p.m.
7Z130B 55 100 262 900
7Z130D 53 100 1 399 400
7Z130A 52 000 1 063 600
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Heat-Treatment
Series III, Dr w AA,l1500 r. p. m.
INN39A
7NN65D
7MM39D
70052C
70065B
7MM91C
130 000 1 710 200tVN
126 100 4 723 700tVK
125 000 12 607 500f
120 000 10 312 200tNV*
119 800 582 200tVKG
119 800 6 439 700+
* Did not fail.
t Brass collets used.
§ Previously used for rise-of-temperature test.
V Vibrated badly.
no Unit Stress Cycles for
Spcimen No lb. per sq. in. Failure
S N
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Heat-Treatment
Seri"s III, Draw BB, 1500 r. ). m.
70091C 130 000 91 600tG
7MM13B 124800 989 800S
7MM130C 119 700 4 724 700CtVK
70052D 118 000 10 017 800t
7MM117D 115 000 503 600tVC
7NN 13B 115000 1 057 900t
70065C 114 900 4 248 5000
70013D 113 800 7 304 400tVN
7NN104A 112 000 10 825 100t*
7NN65A 111 500 15 408 600t*
7NN OC 110 200 13 231 300N*
7MM78A 110 000 259-000GN
700117B 110 000 9 690 300fVG
7NN39B 105 200 10 428 300tVG
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Heat-Treatment
Series III, Draw CC, 1500 r. p. m.
7MM117A 115 100 532 300tG
700130D 110 100 455 300+
70078A 110 000 837 900t
7NN104B 107 000 327 100t
7NN39C 105 100 380 000G
7MM13C 105 000 257 500t
70091D 100 100 2 806 200tC
7NN26D 100 000 294 700tV
7MM52C 100 000 2 154 400VC
7MM156A 100 000 3 679 000tN
70026B 99 700 (il 812 500f*
7NN78C 98 200 1(1 839 000§t*
7NNOD 98 100 2 741 200tVG
7MM104B 95 000 70(3 000tVC
70052A 95 000 894 4000
7MM78B 90 000 1 319 100VG
Steel No. 7
Series I
7NN39D
7MM156B
700130A
7NN104C
7MM104C
7MM117B
7MM78C
7NN26A
7NNOA
7MM52D
,3.50 Nickel,
I, Draw DD,
100 000
97 900
95 100
93 000
91 900
90 000
89 100
89 000
88 200
88 000
Heat-Treatment
1500 r. p. m.
118 800
200 200N
434 900
5 171 500
551 700
791 800
380 500
106 087 300*
107 090 900*
101 476 500*
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Heat-Treatment
Series III, Draw DD, 200 r. p. m.
70026C 87 800 695 700
7NN78D 86 000 57 600§
70052B 86 000 1 165 300
70078B 86 000 7 425 900
G Broke in grip.
K Specimen slightly bent before start of test.
B Bent, did not break.
N Specimen not circular at smallest section.
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FATIGUE OF METALS
TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS OF REVERSED-STRESS TESTS
(I) Reversed-Bending Tests on Rotating-Beam Machine (Farmer Type)
S Unit Stress
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in.
.<.
Cycles for
Failure
V
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Heat-Treatment
Series III, Draw EE, 1500 r. p. m.
7MM52A 105 200 32 300
70078C 88 100 101 800
700130B 86 000 231 200
7NN78A 84 100 546 800
7NN26B 82 100 605 800
70013A 80 800 396 700
7NN65B 80 100 317 400
7NN13C 79 200 4 326 700
700117C 79 100 102 878 500*
70026D 79 000 204 700
7MM104D 78 900 520 400§
7MM130D 78900 44780000
7MM91A 78 300 384 400
70065D 78 000 1 123 500
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Heat-Treatment
Series III, Draw EE, 200 r. p. m.
7MM156C I  78 900 817 700
7MM39B 77 900 10 318 200*
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Heat-Treatment
Series III, Draw FF, 1500 r. p. m.
7MM104A 80 200 56 100
7MM39C 75 000 184 700
7NN78B 70 000 600 900
7NN65C 68 000 1 290 700
70078D 67 100 604 100
7MM52B 66 000 786 400§
700117D 65 900 104 325 000*
7MM130A 65 800 885900
7MM91B 65 100 34 912 400
70026A 64 900 57 088 000
70065A 64 800 2 922 400
7MM156D 64 800 102 095 200*
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Heat-Treatment
Series III, Draw FF, 200 r. p. m.
7NN26C
70013B
7NN13D
700130C
70 000
68 200
66 100
64 800
20 300
405 800
222 100
11 272 100*
Steel No. 9, 0.02 Carbon, as Received, 200 r.p. m.
9K104B
9K130B
9K 91A
9K OB
9J 52B
9J 78B
9L OA
30 200
28 000
27 000
26 000
25 600
25 400
25 100
165 600
211 600
703 500
391 800
845 600
1011 700
1 948 900
Lit trsUnit Stress
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in.
S
Cycles for
Failure
N
Steel No. 9, 0.02 Carbon, as Received,
200 r. p. m. (Cont'd)
9J91A 25 100 2 022 400
9K 26 24 600 4 903 300
9L 26A 24 200 10 500 200*
Steel No. 9, 0.02 Carbon, as Received,
5000 r. p. m.
9L 39A 29 900 2 948 800
9J117A 29000 32 000B
9K 78A 28 100 64 900
9J104A 27 500 303 900V
9J 65A 27 000 3 287 100
9K 52B 26 600 10 929 200
9K117A 26 300 19 069 800*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Normalized,
1500 r. p. m.
100156B
100 OB
100156C
10R39B
10Q 26C
100 OD
10P 13A
IOR 39C
10N143D
10P 13B
10N 143A
10Q 26A
10P 13A
100 OA
10R 39A
100156A
10P 13C
10Q 26B
10N143B
100 OC
10P 13D
50 000 42 500
48 000 54 400
46 000 16 300B
44 100 165 400
42 200 7 000BK
42 200 60 900B
39 900 354 3001
38 100 663 900V
37 000 1 225 200
35 900 2 316 800
35 500 2 492 000
35 500 2 593 500
34 800 400BK
34 800 2 866 300V
34 000 3 499 700V
34 000 4 605 800
33 700 595 900
33 500 6 997 800
33 100 106 925 800*
33 100 104 892 900*
33 000 One billion*
* Did not fail.
§ Previously used for rise-of-temperature test.
V Vibrated badly.
K Specimen slightly bent before start of test.
B Bent, did not break.
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS OF REVERSED- TRESS TESTS
(I) Reversed-Bending Tests on Rotating-Beam Machine (Farmer Type)
Unit Stress Cycles for
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in. Failure
S N
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic, 200 r. p. m.
10G 91D 64900 11 600
10M127D 64900 15000
10M 78A 59 900 38 500
10M164B 55 000
10M127A 53 200
10M 91A 51 100
10M 91D 50000
10M104C 49000
10M182 A 49 000
10M 65 48 100
10M104D 47 100
10M 78C 47 000
10M182B 463.00
10M182C 46000
10M195 45600
10M143 45 100
10K78 45 100
10M182D 45 000
10K104 44 000
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sor
10% Understress, N = 2 000
10D143A 53 100
10G 59A 51 300
10G 26C 50 500
10F 91C 49 300
10D143B 48 500
10E195D 48 000
100 26D 48000
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorb
tion of tensile stress of 76 50(
1500 r. p. m.
10M 65D
10M105
10M169B
10M169C
10M169A
10M130B
10MI43C
10M143B
10M 78B
10M127B
48 100
46800
45000
39 900
37900
35900
35 500
35 100
35 000
34000
62 800
59 900
165 200
264 300
167 600
189 100
243 600
434 900
557 900
436 600
595 200
10 594 600*
504 700
12 957 400*
610 100
3 415 600*
bitic, 1500 r. p. m.
)00, S = 43 200
230 400
679 300
168 900
493 500
561 500
309 800
10 265 600*
tic. One applica-
lb. per sq. in.,
80 900
16 500VB
75 300
247 600V
652 700V
1 327 500
1 510 400
52 885 000*
21 875 000*
50 420 300*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 C.arbon, Sorbltlc. Ten applica-
tions of tensile stress of 76 500 lb. per sq. in.,
1500 r. p. m.
10M127C 40 000 477 200
10M164C 38 100 1 057 400
10M130C 37000 2376800 ,
10M 91C 37 000 2 658 500
10M 130A 37 000 52 542 400*
10M 65B 36 000 30 816 800*
10M78D 35 900 777 6n00
Unit Stress Cycles for
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in. Failure
8 N
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series I, Draw A, 1500 r. p. m.
10S OD 78 000 66 100
108 OC 69 800 261 300
10S OA 66 900 453 000§
10S OB 64 800 12 928 000*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series I, Draw B, 1500 r. o. m.
10S 13B 71 000 518 800
10S 13A 67 900 12 912 100*
10S 13D 65 100 11 137 200*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series I, Draw C, 1500 r. p. m.
10S 26C 79 900 32 200
10S 26B 75 100 104 800
10S 26D 67 900 324 500
10S 26A 67 000 265 300
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series I, Draw D, 1500 r. p. m.
10S 52D
10S152A
10S182D
10S182B
10S 52B
10S182C
10S 52C
10S182A
70 100 35 200
60 500 203 400
59 100 401 000
58 100 462 500
57500 1 156 700V
57 000 807 200
57 000 829 200§V
56 900 24 705 100*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series I, Draw E, 1500 r. p. m.
108169D
10S169C
10S169B
10S 39D
10S 39B
10S 39C
10S 39A
10S169A
Steel No.
Ser
10S130C
10S 78C
10S130A
10S 91C
10S~ 91B
--- ·-·- ·-
_ __ _ ISteel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Twenty 10S130D
applications of tensile stress of 76 500 lb. 10S 78A
per sq. in., 1500 r. p. m. 10S 78D
10M 65C 37 000 552 200 10S 78B
10M 65 35 900 2 612 300 10S130B
10M169 35 000 104 224 200* 10S 91A
60 000 35 900
58 100 91 300
56 000 160 000
54 900 420 000V
52 000 681 600
51 000 748 800§
50900 615900
50000 11 370 400*
10, 0.49 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
ies I, Draw F, 1500 r. p. m.
50 000
42 900
41 100
40 000
39 200
39 000
38 500
38 500
38 100
37 000
34 800
2 300B
119 000
150 900
351 800
433 500
809 900
737 200
1 024 100V
2 384 600
15 544 200*
10 122 400*
* Did not fail. V Vibrated badly.
5 Previously used for rise-of-temperature test. B Bent, did not break.
" '' ·' " "
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FATIGUE OF METALS
TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS OF REVERSED-STRESS TESTS
(I) Reversed-Bending Tests on Rotating-Beam Machine (Farmer Type)
Unit Stress Cycles for
Specimen No. lb. per so. in. Failure
S N
Unit Stress Cycles for
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in. Failure
S N
Steel No. 10a, 0.53 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series Ia, Draw A, 1500 r. p. m.
Steel No. 10a, 0.53 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series Ia, Draw C, 1500 r. p. m.
S10R143D
10T130A
10T 13D
10R143B
10T 13B
10T 13C
10T130C
10R143A
10R113C
10T 13A
10T130D
10T1OBR
80 100
80 000
74 900
73 100
71 000
69 100
68 100
68 100
67 200
67 100
66 900
65 900
123 800
159 200
101 700
485 900
196 500
138 500
712 900
19 947 900*
1 245 300§G
10 741 900*
430 000
13 863 100*
Steel No. 10a, 0.53 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series Ia, Draw AA, 1500 r. p. m.
10U 26C
10U 78A
10U 65A
10U 78C
10U 26D
10U 78B
10U 65D
10U 13A
10U 65C
10U 13B
10U 13C
10U 26B
10U 13D
10U 78D
10U 65B
79 900
78000
76 000
74 200
72 000
70 100
70 000
70 000
69 100
69 100
68 800
68 600
68 100
68 100
68 000
205 300
246 900
174 600
169 600
303 500
3 999 700G
398 300
2 594 900
228 500
879 600
47 374 200V
14 566 600G
252 000
48 332 400*
11 173 700§*
Steel No. 10a, 0.53 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series Ia, Draw B, 1500 r. p. m.
10R104D
10R156C
10R104A
10R104C
10T 26C
10R156B
10R156D
10T 26D
10R156A
10T 26A
10T 26B
73 000
72 100
71 000
71 000
70500
70 000
70 000
69 600
69 100
68 100
67 400
338 400
384900
749 100G
1 243 400G
433 800V
198 600
3 614 100G
23 500
776 200G
355 800V
10 112 700*
* Did not fail.
§ Previously used for rise-of-temperature test.
10R117C
10R117B
10T 39B
10T 39A
10R117D
10R117A
10R169C
10R169B
IOR1i9A
77 500
70 000
69 000
67 000
65 100
65 100
65000
65 000
64 500
S127 200
371 900
320 500
295 700
984 900G
2 181 600G
1 753 600G
2 005 900G
24 184 200*
Steel No. 10a, 0.53 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series Ia, Draw D, 1500 r. p. m.
10R182A 85 100 5 600
10T OB 65000 117800
10R182B 62 300 188 000
10T OD 59600 1 117400
10R182C 59 000 923 600§
10R182D 59 000 3 574 400G
10T OC 59 000 10 839 200*
10T OA 59 000 23 219 600G
Steel No. 10a, 0.53 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series Ia, Draw E, 1500 r. p. m.
10T 52B 80 400 2 800
10R130C 57 900 161 900
10R130D 57 000 222 600
10R 130B 56000 372 700V'
10T 52A 55 100 228 500
10T 52D 54 500 785 600
10T 52C 53 100 388 800§
10R130A 53 000 16 866 700*
Steel No. 10a, 0.53 Carbon, Heat-Treatment
Series Ia, Draw F, 1500 r. p. m.
10R195C 48 000 91 100
10R195D 40 000 509 800
10R195A 39 200 13 606 400*
10R195B 38 100 19 826 600*
G Broke in grip.
V Vibrated badly.
10TIROB .
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS OF REVERSED-STRESS TESTS
(I) Reversed-Bending Tests on Rotating-Beam Machine (Farmer Type)
Unit Stress Cycles for
Specimen No. lb. per sq in. Failure
S N
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
Stress of 55 200 lb. per sq. in.
applied 20 times
10 A 49 800 979 200
10 B 49 000 856 500
O1L78C 48 000 365 700
10K157D 48 000 620 300
10K OB 48 000 25 590 100G
10L156C 47 900 795 300
10L65C 47 000 785 800
10K26C 46 900 916 000
10K182 46 900 2 495 200
10N OD 46 000 1 359 100
10L156A 45 100 2 304 200
10K143B 45 000 100 000 000*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
Stress of 55 200 lb. per sq. in. applied 20
times; specimen then boiled one hour
10L182A 50 100 379 900
10, 26D 48 000 695 200
10K 39 47 500 1 122 400
10L 13D 47 000 473 400
10J182D 46900 187200
10L156B 46 000 671 500
10N 13C 45900 100 128 500*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
Stress cf 55 200 lb. per sq. in. applied 20
times; specimens rested 5 to 7 days
10K156X 50 000 491700
10L104X 48 000 173 200
10K143X 15 900 29 073 200*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
Stress of 62 400 lb. per sq. in. applied 20
times
10K OA 55 100 125 400
10K 52A 50 000 761 000
10K143C 49 000 2 867 600
10K143A 48800 1 197300
10K 52B 48 000 102 055 100*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
Stress of 62 400 lb. per sq. in. applied 20
times. Boiled one hour
10K 26B 50 000 3X2 400
10L OD 47 900 863 300
10L 39D 47 100 1 133 300
10K169A 47 100 110 467 000*
10K 26A 47 000 104 930 200*
Steel N,. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
Stress of 62 400 lb. per sq. in. applied 20
times: snecimens rested 5 to 21 davs
10L104N 47 900 338 500
10K 78N 46 900 1 141 500
Unit Stress Cycles for
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in. Failure
S A
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
Stress of 67 200 lb. per sq. in. applied 20
times. Boiled one hour
10L117D 45 100 289 900
10L130D 44 000 329 000
10L117C 43 000 2 966 600
10L 78A 42 000 1 697 000
10K104D 42 000 18 941 700G
10L182D 41 000 401 200
10N 13D 41 000 494 500
10IL•.'- 40 100 224 200
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
Stress of 67 200 lb. per sq. in. applied 20
times; rested 5 to 15 days
10L104B 45 900 162 200
10K 78B 43 900 45 719 500*
10K156B 42 900 19 193 100*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
Stress of 72 000 lb. per sq. in.
applied 20 times
10J 182B 42 000 206 000
10J182A 40 000 331 200
10L 65D 37 900 859 600
101,182C 37 000 100 678 000*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
SStress of 72 000 lb. per sq. in. applied 20
times. Boiled one hour
10K 91D 44 100 403 200
10K 26D 41 900 803 300
10L182B 41 100 55 10()
10K OC 40 000 101 SS(i 101
10T, 65A 40 000 107 916 400*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
Stress of 72 000 lb. per sq. in. applied 20
times. Specimens rested 5 to 15 days
101104 39 900 1 483 500
10K 78 38 900 46 687 200*
10K156 38 100 19 638 600 *
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
Stress of 81 600 lb. per sq. in.
applied 20 times
10K104 39 100 631 000
10K117D 38000 1030000
10K OD 37 000 101 341 700*
10K169B 36 000 100 109 200*ii-
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile
Stress of 81 600 lb. per sq. in. applied 20
times. Boiled one hour
rui1oo6N I 450 un 11 uo 1 +u 1OL 65B 40 000 1 240 800
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic. Tensile 10L 78B 39 000 394 300
Stress of 67 200 lb. per sq. in. 10I.130C 38 100 615 200
applied 20 times 10N OA 37 000 55 470 900*
10J182C 43 000 180 300 10K 13B 37 000 103 520 300*
10N 13A 40 900 1 139 700 ION 13B 37 000 109 767 100*
10N OC 40 000 100 169 000* 10K117A 36 000 100 297 000*
* Did not fail. G Broke in grip.
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS OF REVERSED-STRESS TESTS
(II) Reversed-Bending Tests on Upton-Lewis Machine
Unit Stress Cycles for
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in. Failure
S N
Steel No. 5, Chrome-Nickel, Treatment B
5H52A1
5F65A4
5H52A2
5F13A1
5F 0A2
5E26A1
5F 0A3
5F13A2
5F65A1
5E26A2
5F65A2
5E26A4
5F 0A4
5F13A3
5H52A3
5F13A4
.,E26A3
80 400
77 400
75 000
69 000
63 200
59 500
55 500
53 000
53 000
51 600
50 500
50 200
49 900
48 100
46 100
46 000
44 400
30 300
80 100
62 500
59 900
125 400
279 300
532 500
183 100
300 600
220 500
502 500
160 800
1 535 200G
911 300
1 671 200G
2 088 300*
2 010 700*
Steel No. 5, Chrome-Nickel, Treatment C
Unit Stress Cycles for
Specimen No. !b. per sq. in. Failure
S N
Steel No. 6, 0.93 Carbon, Troostitic
6B130A1
6D 26B1
6A 78B1
6C149B
6B198B1
6D26B2
6C149B1
6A 78B1
6B 26B
6B 26B1
6A 78B
6B130A
6D 26B
6B26B2
6B198B
6B130A1
6C149B
100 000
92 000
89 900
86 600
84 300
80 300
75 500
75 300
74 900
72 700
72000
71400
70800
69 300
69 100
68 900
67 500
25 700
34 600
165 530
62 600
62 800
192 800
1 051 600
1 103 900
293 000
151 000
515 700
259 300
266 800
433 300
2 004 400*
2 005 000"
2 679 0010
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment A
7V 91B 88 100 13 400
7V91A1A 81000 27 200
7L143AA 76 400 36 900
7T 65B 72 100 114 100
7L143A1A 67 800 121 800
7V91A1B 63 300 99 300
7T65B1 59 600 464 600
7T65A1A 57 900 320 90)
7L143A1IB 55 700 1 146 201
7V 91AB 54 100 533 20)
7T 65A1B 53 000 2 742 4100
7U 78B 52 900 2 018 300*
7V 91AA 51 600 2 401 0000
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment B
7G 52D
7K 26C
7J 91A
7G 52B
7H 65B
7F 39D
7F 39C
7J 91C
7F 39A
7K 26D
7J91D
7I104D
7K 26B
7H 65D
74 901)
71 100
64 800
60 400
55 100
52 000
50 600
48 800
47 800
47 800
47 300
46 600
46600
45 700
31 400
54 80)0
84 200
137 000
337 100
344 200
1 243 600
696 700
589 600
2 564 700*
474 200
488 800
3 347 800*
3 754 700
G Broke in grip.
5F26A
5F26A1
5F52A
5F26A2
5F52A1
5H91A
5E13A
5RH9A1
5F52A2
5G OA
5G 0A2
5E13A1
5F26A3
5G OA
5H91A2
5H91A3
5F2l•3A
91 200
81 300
75 000
70 800
67 400
65 000
61 100
57 500
55 500
54 10(1
53 400)
52 800
50 500
50 200
49 600
49 200
47 500
24 900
34 100
44 300
57 500
111 600
203 100
219 100
344 500
483 600G
1 428 400
3 050 800
386 400
347 300
2 320 000
2 000 000*
991 100G
2 512 500*
* Did not fail.,
-----
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS Of REVERSED-STRESS TESTS
(II) Reversed-Bending Tests on Upton-Lewis Machine
(III) Reversed-Torsion Tests on Olsen-Foster Machine
Unitress Cycles for Unit Stre s Cy s for
Specimen No. lb. per sq in. Failure Specimen No. lb. per sq. in. ,Fail ur
S N S N
(II) Reversed-Bending Tests
74 100
70 400
08 200
67 700
62 800
58 600
55 100
53 500
50 400
48 400
47 500
46 600
46 100
46 000
45 500
45 200
26 000
12 800
24 200
39 000
78 800
174 300
102 500
467 600
978 800
1 115 500
811 500
525 500
2 210 600*
522 300
1 452 000
2 713 100*
on Upton-Lewis Machine
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Normalized
100 65
10Q 0
100 65A
10R 13A
10R 13
10P 78B
10Q OA
10Q OB
100 65B1
10N182A
10Q OC
10Q 91
10P 78
10N182
10P 78A
53 600)
49 900
47 200
44 500
43 400
43 200
39 900
36 200
34 400
31 700
30 409
29 600
28 700
27 80O
27 600
48 500
29 800
80 600
239 8001
434 200
152 900
370 200
353 300
296 200
489 400
1 718 200
705 900
969 100
4 772 900*
2 221 800*
(III) Reversed-Torsion Tests on Olsen-Foster Machine
Steel No. 1, 1.20 Carbon, Normalized
1G 26A
IF 65B
1F 65A
IG 65B
1G 26B
1F183A
1CG 65A
G1 OE
1G 39B
1G OA
1G 13B
1G 91A
39 000
36 400
33 500
32 200
30 500
29 000
27 900
27 100
26 000
24 500
24 100
23 200
17 000
28 800
32 300
132 400
390 200
432 000
245 700
895 100
340 400
2 329 800*
2 415 800*
3 013 000*
Steel No. 3, 0.52 Carbon, Sorbitic
3A 39NA
3A 26MB
3C 13PA
3A 26LA
3A 39P
3A 26LB
3C 13N
3C 13PB
3A 39NB
3A 26K
3A 26MA
3A 390B
3A 26NA
3A 26NB
3C130A
* Did not fail
43 800
39 900
38 100
37 900
37 000
35 700
35 200
34000
33 600
32 900
32 500
32 100
31 400
31 000
29 900
25 300
92 300
739 300
140 900
68 400
358 200
693 000
364 500
1 073 000
231 100
1 291 600
1 246 300
2 156 100*
2 031 900*
2 161 300*
Steel No. 5, Chrome-Nickel, Treatment C
5G 26A
50 26A1
5H104A
5E 13B
5F 26B
5G 52B
5G 52B1
5H117A
5E 13B1
5E 65B
5F 26B1
5H104A1
5H 78B
51 500
46 000
41 000
39 200
37 400
36 400
36 400
35 700
35 700
35 500
33 900
33 900
33 000
5 100
28 500
161 100
71 900
173 500
333 000
1 543 100
1 874 800
2 357 000*
1 813 400
1 233 500
2 171 700*
1 884 800*
7X 91A1A
7X 91AA
7Y 26AA
7YI04B1
7Y104B
7Y 26A1A
7AA130A1B
7X 91B
7Z117AA
7BB143AB
7X 91AlB
7BB143AA
7BB143B1
7BB143A1A
7AA130A1A
7X 9lAR
----- ~--
------
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS OF REVERSED-STRESS TESTS
(III) Reversed-Torsion Tests on Olsen-Foster Machine
(IV) Reversed-Torsion Tests on Illinois Machine
Unit Stress
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in.
S
Cycles for Unit Stress
Failure Specimen No. lb. per sq. in.
N S
(III) Reversed-Torsion Tests on Olsen-Foster Machine
Steel No. 6 0.93 Ca c
6E104B
6F 26A
6E 39A
6E156A
6D104B
6E182A
6E 70A
6E OA1
6E 18A
6E18A1
39 300
37 700
36 800
34 800
32 900
32 100
31 300
30 000
29 300
29 100
16 300
19 300
61 200
261 600
123 900
416 000
326 50Q
1 178 400
2 027 100*
2 700 700*
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment B
7J 78
7C 65
7A 39A
7E143A
7D 26A
7D 26
7F130
71 13
7L 52
7G117
7E143
7B 0
7K 91
49 500
48 000
46 500
44 100
41 400
40 100
39 300
38 700
38 100
37 200
36 100
35 900
35 500
5 500
7 800
11 000
41 700
31 500
60 700
657 600
1 151 100
480 000
947 900
1 666 100
2 248 100*
2 649 500*
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment D
7CC104B 35 100 46 800
7FF143A 35 000 27 400
7EE130B 32 800 155 200
7AA 78B 31 000 192 300
7FF143B 30 100 717 600
7AA 78A 29 600 2 219 600*
7BB 91B 29 200 1 148 200
7BB91A 29 000 1 923 200
7CC104A 29 000 2 294 400*
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment A
7R 78B
70 39A
7U130 A
7N 26A
7M 13A
7M 13B
7S 91B
7N 26B
7P 52A
7Q 65B
46 300
43 600
42 500
40000
38 500
37 600
37 600
37 200
36 800
36 800
1 200
90 200
152 400
451 000
1 514 500
1 078 000
2 020 800*
2 690 900
95600
10 854 100
(IV) Reversed-Torsion Tests on Illinois Machine
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment A
7
70156
7M143
7T 65
7U 78
39 500
36 600
35 900
35 200
35 000
66 700
2 996 600
10 314 000
11487 100*
25 159 900*
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment B
7K143C
7C 39
7B 65
7C 39A
7A 91
71) 78
7A 91A
7K143B
7B 65A
7K104
7A130
7A130A
7K143
7K143A
7K104A
* Did not fail.
48 300
46 000
44 600
42 800
42 000
41 000
40 000
39 200
38 200
38 200
35 900
35000
34 800
34500
34 300
25 000
44 000
343 900
1 072 000
56 200
906 700
466 600
1 776 700
501 800
1 391 800
632 500
2 756 300
2 177 700
45 276 800*
51 606 900*
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment C
7LL 26D
7LL 26-
7LL 26E
7LL 26B
7JJ169
50200
48 200
46 000
44 100
42 000
374 600
479 900
327 700
1 792 600
96 600
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic
10A162
10G 13
10A208
10G208
10C208
10E208
10A 26
10
10A 91
10F208
10E208A"
10C208A
10C195
40 900
39 500
36 300
35 600
33 800
32 200
30 700
30 100
30 100
29 800
29 300
28 400
28 100
33 100
271 200
136 500
270 200
252 200
355 600
3 964 800*
734 800
52 950 500*
220 800
28 808 600*
23 323 900*
4 381 600*
Cycles for
Failure
N
I
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TABLE 3 (CONCLUDED)
S-N RESULTS OF REVERSED-STRESS TESTS
Additional Tests on Steels for which S-N Results were given in Bulletin No. 124
(I) Reversed-Bending Tests on Rotating-Beam Machine (Farmer Type)
(II) Reversed-Bending Tests on Upton-Lewis Machine
(III) Reversed-Torsion Tests on Olsen-Foster Machine
Unit Stress Cycles for Unit Stress Cycles for
Specimen No. lb. per sq. in. Failure Specimen No. lb. per sq. in. Failure
S N S N
(I) Reversed-Bending Tests on Rotating-Beam Machine (Fanner Type)
Steel No. 1, 1.20 Carbon, Normalized, 1500 r. p. m. Steel No. 6, 0.93 Carbon, Troostitic, 1500 r. p.m.
1F OD 1 50200 i 368 500 ! 6A16C I 96 100 106 655 100§*
Steel No. 1, 1.20 Ca
1F 39E
Steel No. 3, 0.52 Carl
irbon, Sorbitic, 1500 r. p. m. Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment B,
1500 r. p. m.
93400 I 100 094 200* 7.1 Trl 1 4Y200 1(I 1l2fi 1I111i*
bon, Normalized, 1500 r. D. m. Steel No. 9, 0.02 Carbon, as Received,
3B 39D 41 900 I 106 228 000*
Steel No. 3, 0.52 Carbon, Sorbitic, 1500 r. p. m.
3C 13C 56 200 135 042 500§
3A 39B 56 000 104 081 000§*
3C 13D 55 900 101 903 700*
3A 391 55 700 222 1190 000
3A 26D 55 600 948 019 300
Steel No. 4, 0.37 Carbon, Sorbitic B,
1500 r. p. m.
4A32X 50000 1 320 600
4A32Y 46 000 95 547 800§*
Steel No. 5, Chrome-nickel, Treatment A,
1500 r. p. m.
5B 91A 68 200 j 109 451 900§*
Steel No. 5, Chrome-nickel, Treatment B,
1500 r. p. m.
5H65AC
5H OAB
65 000 64 621 500
65 000 69 203 000*
Steel No. 5, Chrome-nickel, Treatment C,
1500 r. p. m.
5H39AB 67 200 823 100
5F78AB 67 200 1 064 700
5E39AC 66 900 99 952 700*
5G39AB 66 900 101 348 800*
5G39AA 66 000 720 900
Steel No. 6, 0.93 Carbon, Sorbitic, 1500 r. p.m.
6E26A
6E13A
6F39C
56 800 100 745 500§*
56 600 735 100
56 100 729 600§
9A 0
9H 65
9L52A
9K65B
9J130B
Steel No. 10,
10F143C
10F143D
10M164D
10M164A
10J195A
10K 52
10K182
10J195C
10E182C
1500 r. p. m.
25 900 1 638 500§
25 900 100 409 100*
23 200 220 800VB
23 200 10 680 200VB
20 000 101 021 000*
Carbon, Sorbitic, 1500 r. p. n.
50 000 596 000
49 500 276 100§
49 100 465 300
49 100 584 600
49 000 350 000V
49 000 10 993 400*
49 000 45 562 500*
49 000 52 263 100*
48 100 354 500
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic, Ground
Finish, 1500 r. p. m.
10F65B | 44 900 1 15 034 300*
(II) Reversed-Bending Tests on
Upton-Lewis Machine
Steel No. 6, 0.93 Carbon, Pearlitic.
6C149A1 37000 175 300
6C149A2 32 000 2 718 500*
(III) Reversed-Torsion Tests on
Olsen-Foster Machine
Steel No. 9, 0.02 Carbon, as Received
91 78A I 13 000 2 257 800*
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic
10B117 i 26 600 2 000 000*
* Did not fail. B Bent, did not break.
§ Previously used for rise-of-temperature test. V Vibrated badly.
....... i .. ... r .... ......... d
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TABLE 4
RESULTS OF TENSION TESTS
Steel
No. Steel Designation
1 1.20 carbon, normalized ..
sorbitic ....
draw A......
draw B......
draw C......
draw D .....
draw E .....
draw F ......
3 0.52 carbon, normalized..
sorbitic .....
4 0.37 carbon, normalized
sorbitic .....
5 Chrome-nickel,treatmentA
treatment B.
treatment C.
treatment D.
6 0.93 carbon, pearlitic...
sorbitic ......
troostitic ...
7 3.50 nickel, treatment A.
treatment B..
treatment C.
treatment D.
draw AA.....
draw BB.....
draw CC.....
draw DD. ..
draw EE.....
draw FF.....
9 0.02 carbon ............
10 0.49 carbon, normalized .
sorbitic ......
draw A......
draw B .....
draw C .....
draw D......
draw E......
Sdraw F.......
10a 0.53 carbon, draw A......
draw AA.....
draw B..... .
draw C.......
draw D .....
draw E ......
draw F.......
Propor-
tional
Elastic
Limit
lb.persq.in.
58 600
120 400
137 500
140 500
136 000
133 000
96000
71 000
45 400
80 300
34 500
61 500
Yield
Point
lb.persq.in.
60 700
130 100
none
none
none
none
96 700
71 500
47 600
84 300
34 900
63 100
115 500 128 100
101 700 103 700
86 200 100 500
56 700 59 800
28 000 33 400
60 300 67 600
97 200 none
108 200 108 700
82 400 91 100
93 000 94 200
60 800 64 600
148 000 none
174 000 none
189 000 196 400
155 000 158 800
131000 135800
72 300 86 600
16 100 19 000
44 700 47 100
67 700 69 700
72 000 80 900
73 300 80 800
75 800 78 800
67 700 70 500
62 000 65 100
49 000 52 000
75 000 83 200
77 000 86 200
76 700 81 500
79 700 85 300
72 000 74 000
62 300 64 800
51 300 53 600
* Estinated from tests of at least four specimens.
Endurance
Ultimate Elonga- Reduc- Limit
Tensile tion tion -
Strength in 2 in. of Area Rotating-
Beam
Machine
b.persq.in. percent percent lb.persq.in.
116900 7.9 11.6 50000
179900 9.0 15.2 92000
220000 0.8 2.4 105000
224 000 2.0 3.2 107000
224500 3.5 6.0 108 000
216500 3.3 3.6 103000
138 500 9.5 12.2 68000
118000 14.3 17.5 53500
98000 24.4 41.7 42 000
111400 21.9 56.6 55000
71900 29.4 53.5 33000
94200 25.0 63.0 45000
138 700 18.2 61.8 68000
113300 24.2 68.7 65000
114200 23.2 69.3 67000
87300 32.9 67.1 49000
84 100 24.8 37.2 30 500
115000 23.0 39.6 56000
188300 9.9 29.3 98000
123300 22.6 59.2 64000
111 800 23.6 60.2 63000
117500 21.1 60.1 64 000
101 600 25.5 52.2 54 000
294200 6.0 47.7 120 000*
282 000 8.2 48.7 112 000*
226 100 7.3 56.4 98 000
172900 9.2 57.3 89000
148500 12.8 57.6 78000
121 600 16.5 60.6 65000
42400 48.3 76.2 26000
91 500 26.5 39.5 33000
96 900 23.5 57.8 48000
126 500 12.5 52.2 65000
126800 11.5 52.3 68000
121800 11.3 50.9 64 000*
106900 16.8 59.5 57000
94300 18.5 64.1 50000
85600 23.5 55.3 37000
129300 12.0 51.7 67000
134000 10.8 50.9 68000
129 100 10.8 51.2 67000
129300 11.5 48.8 65000
110600 14.4 58.3 59 000
95500 20.0 65.1 53000
88900 22.3 53.2 39000
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TABLE 5
RESULTS OF COMPRESSION TESTS
AND TORSION TESTS
COMPRESSION
Steel Steel Designation Propor-
No. tional Yield
Elastic Point
Limit
lb.persq.in. lb.per q.in.
1 1.20 carbon, normalized ......... 55 300 57 900
sorbitic. ............ 102 700 111 500
3 0.52 carbon, normalized......... 47 800 51 000
sorbitic ............ 84 400 87 400
4 0.37 carbon, normalized......... 36 300 38 100
5 Chrome-nickel, treatment A .... . 122 600 130 100
treatment B .... . 97 800 100 000
treatment C ..... 91 500 97 400
treatment D.. . .. 56 000 60 800
6 0.93 carbon, pearlitic .......... 23 500 29 700
sorbitic. ........... 64 800 72 700
troostitic .. ....... 106 500 none
7 3.50 nickel, treatment A ...... .. 102300 109 700
treatment B ........ 86 400 94 000
treatment C. ........ 88 100 90500
treatment D ........ 59 300 63 000
9 0.02 carbon .................... 19 200 20 600
10 0.49 carbon, normalized......... 39 800 43 800
sorbitic........... .. 55 900 60 100
TORSION
Propor-
tional Yield
Elastic Point
Limit
lb.persq.in. lb.persq.in.
36 500 39 700
80 600 none
30 000 34 600
52 200 none
20 300 22 500
72 400 84 900
62 500 none
62 300 none
34 200 36 300
15 600 22 500
42 000 none
75 200 none
64 100 74 500
55 500 none'
62 000 65 800
38 900 43 000
12 500 13 600
27 300 30 100
.36 800 none
Endurance
Limit.
Rotating-
beam
Machine
lb.persq.in.
50 000
92 000
42 000
55 000
33 000
68 000
65 000
67 000
49 000
30 500
56 000
98 000
64 000
63 000
64 000
54 000
26 000
33 000
48 000
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TABLE 6
RESULTS OF' CHARPY (NOTCHED-BAR), REPEATED-IMPACT,
AND HARDNESS TESTS
Steel
No.
1
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
10a
Steel Designation
1.20 carbon, normalized.......
sorbitic ..........
draw A ..........
draw B..........
draw C ..........
draw D ..........
draw E ..........
draw F..........
0.52 carbon, normalized ......
sorbitic. .........
0.37 carbon, normalized.......
sorbitic ..........
Chrome-nickel, treatment A...
treatment B.....
treatment C .....
treatment D.....
0.93 carbon, pearlitic.........
sorbitic .........
troostitic ........
3.50 nickel, treatment A.....
treatment B.....
treatment C.....
treatment D.....
draw AA........
draw BB........
draw CC........
draw DD........
draw EE........
draw FF........
0.02 carbon .................
0.49 carbon, normalized.......
sorbitic ..........
draw A ..........
draw B..........
draw C..........
draw D .........
draw E ..........
draw F.........
0.53 carbon, draw A..........
draw AA........
draw B..........
draw C ..........
draw D .........
draw E ..........
draw F..........
* Estimated from tests of at least four specimens.
Repeated-Impact
Charpy
(Notched-
bar)
Test
ft.-lb.
1.9
2.0
2.0
2.2
0.7
1.3
2.5
4.8
13.2
21.4
15.8
45.4
53.8
56.0
49.5
2.2
33
4.4
36.2
41.0
30.9
23.4
4.4
17.6
6.9
25.4
31.9
47.6
19.3
14.1
22.5
23.8
30.4
14.1
32.1
34.1
23.6
11.9
8.4
14.8
11.3
22.5
30.3
19.9
Test
No. of Total
Double Energy
Blows
ft.-lb.
39 26.0
172 114.7
29 19.3
35 23.3
275 183.3
486 324.0
183 1 122.0
503 335.3
1073 715.3
714 476.0
722 481.3
337 224.7
66 44.0
128 85.3
227 151.3
590 393.3
524 349.3
569 379.3
261 174.0
446 297.3
1761 1174.0
977 651.3
542 361.3
260 173.3
196 130.7
319 212.7
702 468.0
879 586.0
774 516.0
540 360.0
439 202.7
219 146.0
657 438.0
688 458.7
734 489.3
664 442.7
552 368.0
434 289.3
224 149.3
Brinell.
Hard-
ness
No.
224
369
444
426
433
398
263
224
193
227
132
291
247
246
167
162
227
380
248
242
252
194
522
488
433
356
309
242
69
164
197
228
222
217
205
180
125
266
259
258
247
221
192
131
Sclero-
scope
No.
31
45
47
44
38
36
25
22
24
30
18
36
28
29
22
23
31
51
30
28
33
22
58
51
46
40
35
26
18
21
23
31
27
25
21
19
17
34
29
27
26
25
21
18
Endurance
Limit
Rotating-
beam
Machine
lb.persq.in.
50 000
92 000
105 000
107 000
108 000
103 000
68 000
53 500
42 000
55 000
33 000
45000
68 000
65 000
67 000
49000
30500
56 000
98 000
64 000
63 000
64 000
54 000
120 000*
112 000*
98 000
S9 000
78000
65000
26000
33 000
48000
65 000.
68000
64 000*
57000
50000
37000
67000
68000
67000
65000
59 000
53000
39 000
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TABLE 7
ENDURANCE LIMITS (REVERSED STRESS) DETERMINED BY VARIOUS METHODS
Steel Designation
1.20 carbon, normalized.......
sorbitic ..........
draw A .........
draw B..........
draw C..........
draw D ..........
draw E ..........
draw F .........
0.52 carbon, normalized.......
sorbitic ..........
0.37 carbon, normalized......
sorbitic B.......,
Chrome-nickel, treatment A...
treatment B......
treatment C.....
treatment D ...
0.93 carbon, pearlitic ........
sorbitic ....... ..
troostitic ........
3.50 nickel, treatment A.....
treatment B.....
treatment C .....
treatment D.. .
draw AA ........
Sdraw BB........
draw CC........
draw DD........
draw EE........
draw FF........
0.02 carbon .................
0.49 carbon, normalized .....
sorbitic .........
draw A .........
draw B.........
draw C ........
draw D........
draw E........
draw F.........
0.53 carbon, draw A .........
draw AA.......
draw B.........
draw C.........
draw D .........
draw E.........
draw F.........
Reversed Bending
Rotating-beam
Machine
_Machine Rise of Upton-
Tension- Temper- Lewis
Farmer Bending ature Machine
Machine Machine Test
(No
Tension)
lb. per sq. in.
50000 ...... 43000 45000
92 000 ...... 88 000....
105 000 ...... 107 500 . .
107 000 ....... 107 000 ....
108 000 ....... 105 000 .....
103 000 ..... 103 000 ...
68000 ....... 70000 ...
53500 ....... 49400 ......
42000 ...... 41500 32000
55 000...... 53000 44000
33000i.... 31000 30000
45000 ..... 49000. .
68000 ........ 66000 52000
65000 i........ 65000 46000
67000 ........ 70000 50000
49 000 ........ 46 500 ..
30500 ...... 28500 28500
56 000 ...... 53000 44000
98 000 ........ 90000 69000
64 000 60 000 64 000 53 000
63 000 ........ 62 500 46 000
64 000 61 000* 61 500 ........
54 000 49 000 53 500 45000
120 000* ..... ...... ..
112 000* ....... 115 000 ....
98000 ........ 90000 ......
89 000 ..... 83000 .. ....
78 000 ....... 85000
65000 ... 70000 .....
26000....... 26000 23000
33 000 33 000 33 500 28 000
48 000 . 48000 39000
65 000 .... ... . ..
68000 ...... . 63000.......
64 000* ....
57000 ........ 59500 ... ..
50000 ...... . 52 000 .....
37000 .. 33500 .......
67 000 . . !63 000 .... ...
68 000 ..... . 64 000.
67000 ..... . 64000.
65000 ..... . 63000 .....
59000 ..... . 58500 ........
53000 ........ 53000 ........
39 000........ .....
'"~"~""" ""
* Estimated from tests of at least four specimens.
Reversed Torsion
Olsen- Illinois Brinell
Foster Machine Hard-
Machine ness
No.
24 500
.... ... . . . . . I
31 500 . ......
16 000 . ..... .
31 500 . .. . .. .
34 000 ..... . .
16 000.
38 000.
3150 .
.
1 300
29 000
52 000 .. .... .
37 000 35 000
36 000 34 500
.. ..............29 000 .
........ ........I
..... . .. ..
12500 ......
26 000 30 000
. . .... .......
--
: No.
I
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FIG. 5. S-N DIAGRAMS FOR HEAT-TREATMENT SERIES I, 0.49 CARBON STEEL,
AND FOR HEAT-TREATMENT SERIES IA, 0.53 CARBON STEEL,
ROTATING-BEAM TESTS*
* For Figs. 3 and 4 of this series of S-N diagrams, see pp. 16 and 17.
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FIG. 10. S-N DIAGRAMS FOR CHROME-NICKEL STEEL AND 3.50 NICKEL STEEL,
UPTON-LEWIS REVERSED-BENDING TESTS
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6. Rise-of-Temperature Test and Deflection Test under Reversed
Stress.-Determination of the endurance limit by means of the rise-
of-temperature test was made at the University of Illinois for each
metal tested, and for each heat treatment. The apparatus and methods
used in making the rise-of-temperature test were the same as those
employed in the first series of tests, which are described in Bulletin
No. 124. Table 7 gives values of the endurance limit as determined
by the rise-of-temperature test and also by the test of specimens to
destruction. Fig. 16 shows graphically the relation between the en-
durance limits determined by the two methods for all metals and all
heat treatments studied to date.
Gough in the article previously mentioned showed that the cumula-
tive effect of spreading fatigue failure was manifested not only by the
rise of temperature in a reversed-stress specimen, but also by the
undue increase of deflection as the magnitude of the stress was in-
creased while cycles of reversed stress were applied to the specimen.
Some preliminary studies of this deflection test have been made at
the University of Illinois, but not enough work has been done to justify
drawing any conclusions as to its value.
7. Summary of Evidence for Existence of an Endurance Limit
for Wrought Ferrous Metals.-In Bulletin No. 124 the endurance limit
for a metal was defined as that unit stress below which the metal could
withstand an indefinitely large number of reversals of stress without
failure; and the evidence for the existence of such a limit for the
metals tested was given. The tests recorded in this present bulletin
tend to confirm the existence of an endurance limit, the evidence for
which may be summed up under four heads:
(1) However they are plotted, S-N diagrams* for the re-
versed-stress tests carried out in the Investigation of the Fatigue
of Metals all become either horizontal, or very nearly so, as the
value of N is increased into millions. If the S-N diagrams be-
come horizontal, and stay so, it means that, below the stress in-
dicated by the horizontal part of the diagram, the specimen can
withstand any imaginable number of cycles of stress. In the tests
pertaining to this investigation the diagrams, so far as could be
determined, became horizontal, and it does not seem unreasonable
to assume that in any event they became so nearly horizontal
that billions of cycles of stress would be required to cause failure
for any unit stress materially below the value corresponding to
* Note that this does not hold for diagrams in which one codrdinate is some function
of the reciprocal of N.
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the part of the S-N diagram which is horizontal, or nearly so.*
In connection with the existence of an endurance limit, the
results of a few tests which extended beyond 100 000 000 reversals
of stress are of interest. Three specimens which had run for
100 000 000 cycles of reversed stress at a unit stress just below
the endurance limit were allowed to run on for a longer period
with the same unit stress. Table 8 gives the results of these tests,
showing that these specimens at least will withstand reversals of
stress well toward a billion.
(2) In each S-N diagram there is a fairly well-defined
"knee." This knee is best shown in S-N diagrams plotted to
Cartesian co6rdinates (Fig. 15a gives S-N diagrams for several
typical test series so plotted), but is also evident in S-N diagrams
plotted to logarithmic coordinates (Figs. 3 to 14, inclusive) and
in diagrams plotted to semi-logarithmic co6rdinates (Fig. 15b
shows semi-logarithmic S-N diagrams for the same tests as are
plotted in Fig. 15a).t The knee in the S-N diagram seems to
furnish evidence of some distinct change in the law of endurance
at a stress corresponding very closely to the horizontal part of the
S-N diagram, and still further to justify the view that the value
of S at this knee-this value corresponds to that of S for the
horizontal part of the S-N diagram also-is an endurance limit
which is a criterion of the ability of the metal to resist repeated
stress.
(3) Another short series of tests is also interesting in this
connection. Some specimens which had run out to 100 000 000
, cycles without fracture, under unit stresses just below the en-
durance limit were retested under higher loads. As shown by
Table 9 many of these specimens ran out to 50 000 000 cycles of
stress (or more) with unit stresses above the endurance limit of
the original material, the excess in one case (0.37 carbon steel)
being 20 per cent. These tests give interesting indications of the
possibility that under stresses near, but below, the endurance
* In interpreting the results of the Annapolis tests, the experimenter judged that the
S-N diagrams did not become horizontal, but had a slight slope downward. However, this
slope was so slight that a reduction of unit stress of 15 per cent increased the value of N
1000 times. Even for such machine parts as steam turbine shafts and discs the practical
difference between considering the S-N diagram horizontal, and as having this slight slope
is very small, as regards the effect on the determinations of allowable working stresses. In
the plotting of the S-N diagrams for a series of reversed-stress tests it is felt that attention
should be called to the fact that results for specimens which "ran out" unbroken to the
chosen limit for values of N do not locate points on the S-N diagram, but rather points on
or below the S-N diagram.
t This "knee" in the S-N diagram was not clearly apparent in the Annapolis tests.
The test data for those tests were, for the most part, obtained for values of S not much
above the horizontal part of the diagram, with few data above the region where the knee
would probably be located.
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TABLE 8
SPECIAL LONG-TIME REVERSED-STRESS TESTS OF THREE SPECIMENS
Endurance Unit Stress
Limit on Sp •nim,.i
of Steel fir Spe'ialSteel Steel Designation foSeries Longtim Number of Remarks
Sof Tests Run yc
lb. per sq, in.
3 0.52 carl-on, sorbitic.. . ...... . .... 55 000 55 700 222 119 000 Broke
3 0.52 carbon, sorbitic.............. 5 000 55 (00 148 019 300 Broke
10 0.49 carbon, normalized...... 33 00 32 900 1000 000 000 Not broken
limit the resistance of material to reversed stress may be actually
increased, perhaps by a re-adjustment of bearing between grains
of the metal. This strengthening effect was especially noticeable
for 0.37 carbon steel, normalized. This apparent increase of
strength in steel stressed nearly to its endurance limit gives addi-
tional confidence in the conclusion that, below the endurance
limit, the ferrous metals will withstand an indefinitely large
number of reversals of stress.*
(4) Another item of evidence in favor of the existence of an
endurance limit is the marked rise of temperature which is noted
under reversed stress if the value of S is above the endurance
limit as determined from an S-N diagram. This is shown in Fig.
15c in which are plotted, the results of rise-of-temperature tests
on specimens of the same materials for which S-N diagrams are
plotted in Fig. 15a and Fig. 15b. A glance at Fig. 15 will show
that for the materials indicated an increased rate of rise of tem-
perature is observed for stresses above the endurance limit. Fig.
16 shows a correlation curve for endurance limit determined by
a rise-of-temperature test with the endurance limit obtained from
an S-N diagram for all metals thus far tested in this investiga-
tion. The correlation is seen to be a very good degree of 1 to 1
correspondence.t
As far as could be ascertained in this study of metals, there is no
experimental evidence which tends to discredit the existence of an
endurance limit. Some writers have proposed formulae for repeated
stress which would imply that such a limit did not exist, and that any
stress, however low, will, if repeated often enough, fracture any ma-
terial. These writers stated, nevertheless, that such formulae were
* Recent tests reported orally by Dr. H. W. Gillett of the U. S. Bureau of Mines show
similar results.
t Recent tests reported orally by Dr. H. W. Gillett of the U. S. Bureau of Mines indicate
that this 1 to 1 correspondence may not hold for steels with a Brinell hardness number
higher than 400.
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TABLE 9
RESULTS OF TESTS ON SPECIMENS RETESTED AFTER WITHSTANDING
10 000 000 OR MORE CYCLES OF REVERSED STRESS NEAR
ORIGINAL ENDURANCE LIMIT
Steel
Designation
1.20 carbon, normalized.........
0.37 carbon, normalized.... ....
Chrome-nickel, treatment A ....
Chrome-nickel, treatment D.....
0.90 carbon, sorbitic ............
3.50 nickel, treatment C .........
0.02 carbon, as received ....... .
0.49 carbon, series I, draw A.....
0.49 carbon, series I, draw B.....
0.49 carbon, series I, draw F....
0.53 carbon, series la, draw B ...
Endurance
Limit Specimen
NV,
0.53 carbon, series Ia, draw C.... 65 000
0.53 carbon, series la, draw E.... 53000
0.53 carbon, series la, draw F.... 39 000
|
* Specimen did not fail.
E165A
1AOC
lb.
per sq. in
50 000
33 000
68 000
49 000
56 000
64 000
26 000
65 000
68 000
37 000
67 000
Unit
Stress
lb. per
sq. in
49 700
53 000
49 700
51 500
33 900
36 200
40 000
2 0(0nn
35 100)
37 000
38 500
40 000
41 500
08 800
70800
68 200
72 200
67 800
69 200
47 900
51 500
49 000
50 000
56 000
59 500
56 200
57 800
59 500
60 300
66 100
63 000
65 100
25 900
26 800
27 700
64 800
69 000
4B13I
4A32D1
5C117A
5B91A
5D26A
5J91B
5J91G
6F13C
6D91A
7JJ78C
7JJ78B
91165
10SOB
10S13D
10S130B
10S91A
10T26B
10R169A
101130A
10R195B
10a
% Increase
Number f iof StressNumber cf , ao
aboveCycles Endurance
Limit
101 318 700* ......
601 500 6.0
103 596 100*
855 900 3.0
106 58S 200*
100 326 400* 9.7
1 068 000 21.2
107 568 000*
52 737 300* 6.4
50 294 100* 12.1
53 929 700* 16.7
57 932 100* 21.2
50 360 000* 25.8
99 908 000* ......
393 000 4.1
109 451 900*
247 700 6.2
100 735 100* ..
85 208 800 1.8
100 402 300* ..
21 367 600 5.1
103 081 700*
278 600 2.0
100 000 000*
373 100 6.2
104 094 800 ..
102 974000* 3.2
21 674 100 6.2
15 523 800*.
33447 300 3.3
15 038 300*
84 040 900 1.7
100 409 100*
55 230 100* 3.1
50 437 200 6.5
12 928 000*
266 100 6.2
11 137 200*
13285 400*1 1.5
15 544 200*
115 300 24.6
10 122 400*
10 493 200 3.0
10 112 700*
10 784 100* 3.0
24 184 200*1 ..
10 902 700*1 0.8
16 866 700*
10 977 500* 1.9
19 826 600*
459 600 17.7
330
65 100
69 000
37 000
46 100
34 800
38 100
67 300
69 000
64 500
65 500
53000
54 000
38 100
45900
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FIG. 16. CORRELATION OF ENDURANCE LIMIT DETERMINED BY
ROTATING-BEAM TESTS WITH ENDURANCE LIMIT
DETERMINED BY EISE-OF-TEMPERATURE TESTS
given as safe ones to use rather than as formulae based on adequate
test data, since there was no information available on tests extending
to tens of millions of repetitidns of stress.
It can hardly be asserted dogmatically that there exists for a
ferrous metal an endurance limit below which the metal will stand
any imaginable number of repetitions of stress; nevertheless in view
of the four items of experimental evidence given in the preceding
paragraphs, it is believed that there exists for a ferrous metal a limit-
ing stress, which may be designated as the endurance or fatigue limit,
and which even for the extreme case of parts of high speed machinery
may be regarded as a limit of the strength of the material under
repeated stress.
Whether for non-ferrous metals there exist endurance limits as
well defined as those for ferrous metals is a question not yet settled.
8. Correlation of Endurance Limit for Wrought Ferrous Metals
with Other Physical Properties.-Figs. 17 to 22, inclusive, are dia-
grams showing the relation of the endurance limit as obtained from
S-N diagrams to the results of various physical tests. It is believed
that the diagrams are largely self-explanatory. Recent tests give no
reason to modify in any important respect the conclusions drawn in
Bulletin No. 124: (1) that the endurance limit is not closely correlated
with the results of impact tests or of repeated-impact tests; (2) that
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there is a decidedly uncertain correlation between the endurance and
the elastic limits; (3) that for wrought ferrous metals there is a fair
degree of correlation between endurance limit and ultimate strength,
and between endurance limit and Brinell hardness; and (4) that there
is a good degree of correlation between endurance limit of wrought
ferrous metals determined from S-N diagrams and that determined
by rise-of-temperature tests.*
The following qualitative explanation of the correlation observed
between the endurance limit and the ultimate tensile strength of a
wrought ferrous metal is offered: When the metal is viewed through
a microscope, the progress of the fatigue failure is seen to be a progres-
sive fracture of small grains. The fracture may follow a path through
grains, or less commonly, a path along grain boundaries; but it is a
fracture which is observed rather than a distortion of grains such as
seems characteristic of the state of the plastic flow. The plastic flow,
as the stress is increased in a tension test, does not become appreciable
below the elastic limit.
The progressive fracture observed in a fatigue failure resembles
a fracture in which lateral distortion (necking-down) is restrained,
such a fracture as is seen in a tension test of a notched bar, or the
threaded portion of a bolt. In an ordinary tension test the ultimate
is reached before necking-down has developed to any great extent; and
the tensile strength of a notched or grooved specimen is, in general, a
function of the ultimate strength of the material as determined by a
test of a standard specimen. In view of the fact that fatigue failure
seems to be a progressive fracture with restraint of lateral deformation,
it seems not unreasonable that the endurance limit of a material should
be correlated with the ultimate tensile strength rather than with the
* In the use of the "product-moments" method of Pearson, correlation factors for the
various relations of endurance limit to other properties have been computed. In the inter-
pretation of correlation factors a factor of 1.0 denotes perfect correlation between the two
variables in a positive sense (both variables increase or decrease together); a factor of 0
shows entire lack of correlation; and a factor of -1.0 indicates complete correlation in a
negative sense (one variable increases as the other decreases).. The following correlation
factors were found:
Endurance limit and rise-of-temperature limit, . . . . . . 0.99
Endurance limit and ultimate tensile strength, . . . . . . 0.96
Endurance limit and Brinell hardness, . . . . . . .. .0.94
Endurance limit and yield point, . . . . . .. . . 0.92
Endurance limit and proportional elastic limit, . . . . . . 0.91
Endurance limit and repeated-impact results, .. . . . . 0.48
Endurance limit and Charpy notched-bar results . . . . .- 0.25
On account of their high probable error the correlation factors found for the repeated-
impact tests and for the Charpy tests should not be regarded as having any very marked
significance, except to confirm the general conclusion drawn from an examination of Figs. 21
and 22 that no linear relation exists between endurance limit and these properties.
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elastic limit,* which is the characteristic of fatigue failure. It should
be noted that so far only sound metal has been tested, and that the
correlation of ultimate tensile strength with endurance limit may not
hold for metal with internal micro-flaws.
It has previously been noticed by various observers that there
is a fair correlation between ultimate tensile strength and Brinell
hardness.t It would seem reasonable, therefore, that if correlation
exists between endurance limit and ultimate tensile strength, correla-
tion between endurance limit and Brinell hardness will also exist up
to the limits where the Brinell test itself begins to be unsatisfactory on
account of the deformation of the steel ball. This occurs at a Brinell
number of about 400.
The conclusion that the strength of a ferrous metal under repeated
stress is more nearly related to the ultimate tensile strength and to
the Brinell hardness than it is to the elastic limit or to the results of
impact tests is borne out not only by the results of tests at Illinois
but also by those of the Annapolis tests, and by the experience of
experimenters at the British National Physical Laboratory. In the
Annapolis tests, as has been previously noted, the experimenter did
not find as well-defined endurance limits as were found in the tests at
Illinois; however, he did find a distinct correlation between the re-
versed unit stress which could be withstood for 100 000 000 times on
the one hand, and the tensile strength and the Brinell hardness on the
other hand. In a letter from one of the engineers of the British Na-
tional Physical Laboratory it is stated that the correlation between
fatigue strength and Brinell hardness has been observed there for
some years, and that in the determination of the fatigue strength of a
metal it is customary to use the Brinell test to get an approximate
value of the endurance limit.
It is believed that the correlation between Brinell hardness, or
ultimate tensile strength, and endurance limit may be regarded as
fairly well established for sound wrought ferrous metals up to a Brinell
hardness number of approximately 400.
9. Significance of Endurance Limit.-The lack of correlation be-
tween the endurance limit and some other physical property of a
metal does not signify that the latter is of no value as an index of the
qualities of the metal. For example, there seems to be no correlation
* It may be pointed out that the picture here given of fatigue fracture is that of a
minute crack starting at the very outset of the service of a machine part. " This crack spreads
very slowly at first, but very rapidly during the last few cycles of stress before final failure.
Some elasticians picture the early stages of fatigue failure as a series of minute displace-
ments of particles, each displacement involving inelastic action; actual rupture they con-
sider as a late development in the history of a fatigue failure.
t Abbott, "The Relation between Maximum Strength and Brinell Hardness, etc." Proc.
of A. S. T. M. Vol. XV, Part II, p. 42. 1915.
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between the endurance limit of a metal and its ductility, yet the
ductility of a material must be considered by the user. This lack of
correlation simply indicates that under repetitions of a definite stress,
ductility does not markedly affect the strength of a material, and that
if there were any certainty that a machine part would never be sub-
jected to extraordinary stresses, the ductility of the material would
not need to be taken into account. This is the case for springs provided
with stops to guard against excessive deflection; and oil-quenched high
carbon steel, a material low in ductility, is frequently used for those
springs. Notwithstanding, for most machine parts there is a prob-
ability that occasionally they will be subjected to rather severe over-
stress. The parts of the running gear of a motor car furnish an ex-
cellent illustration of this point. For the material in such parts
ductility is important in furnishing insurance against a disastrous,
shattering failure under overstress. If a material is ductile, some
hundreds of overstresses can be endured with no worse result than a
slight distortion of the member. Moreover, it may be possible by
means of straightening, heat treating, and polishing of parts to repair
this rather severe damage. This illustration has been given at some
length, because there is a tendency for engineers to use one test, and
one test only, for judging a material and to feel that the adoption of
one test implies the discarding of others. With our present knowledge,
no single test can give an index of the usefulness of a material for all
classes of service. The materials engineer should beware of regarding
any single property of a metal-elastic limit, tensile strength, endur-
ance limit, hardness, ductility, notched-bar value, etc.-as a complete
indication of the usefulness of a steel. Static strength, resistance to
impact, ductility under overstress, and resistance to repeated working
loads are all important.
It has been noted before that there seems to be no correlation be-
tween the results of fatigue tests and those of impact tests-either
single-blow or repeated-impact tests. It should be carefully marked
that such a result does not imply the uselessness of either the repeated-
stress test or of the single-blow impact test; it does signify that the
qualities indicated by the tests are not the same. Nothing can relieve
the materials engineer of the necessity of deciding which tests will
show the qualities in metal demanded by the particular service to
which a machine part or structural member will be subjected.
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III. MISCELLANEOUS TESTS AND TEST RESULTS
10. Tests under Reversed Shearing Stress.-In Bulletin No. 124
some test results of specimens under reversed shearing were given.
The shearing stress was set up by means of torsion; and the machine
used was an Olsen-Foster reversed-torsion machine. Further tests
with this machine have been made since the publication of Bulletin
No. 124, and the results of these tests are shown in Table 7 and in
Figs. 12 and 13.
A reversed-torsion testing machine of somewhat different type
from the Olsen-Foster has been designed, and some tests have been
made with it. This machine (Fig. 23) has the specimen S attached
at one end to the rotating head H, and at the other end to a rotating
flexible beam B. At the end of this beam a load P is applied by means
of weights or a spring balance through the ball bearing R. When the
axis of the specimen is horizontal and the specimen is on the left-hand
side of the shaft (as seen in Fig. 23), the twisting moment on the speci-
men is counter-clockwise; when the shaft of the machine has rotated
180 degrees and the specimen is on the right-hand side, the twisting
moment is clockwise; there is a complete reversal of torsional (shear-
ing) stress during a rotation. When the length of the flexible beam B,
FIG. 23. DIAGRAM OF ILLINOIS REVERSED-TORSION TESTING MACHINE
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the weight P at the end of the beam, and the moment set up in the
specimen by the weight of the beam are known, the torsional moment
and the shearing-unit stress in the specimen can be computed. The
beam B is made flexible, especially in one direction, to minimize vibra-
tion, a dash-pot D being also of service in this regard. This machine
is operated at a speed of one thousand revolutions per minute. The
specimen used in this machine is shown in Fig. 24. The results of
tests are given in Table 7 and Fig. 14.
- - hJS 1 -- h Ci-
-A
FIG. 24. TEST SPECIMEN FOR ILLINOIS REVERSED-TORSION TESTING MACHINE
It will be noted that the results of the reversed-torsion test made
with the Olsen-Foster machine check fairly closely those of the tests
on the Illinois machine, and that the ratio of endurance limit under
reversed shearing stress to endurance limit under reversed flexural
stress averages about 0.56, which is in fair agreement with the pre-
liminary results as given in Bulletin No. 124.
11. Effect of Speed of Stress Reversal.-The question of the
effect of the speed of stress reversal on the results of repeated-stress
tests is of consequence. In Bulletin No. 124 the results of some seven
series of experiments made in various laboratories were quoted to show
that below about two thousand revolutions per minute the effect of
speed of reversal of stress on the fatigue strength of steel specimens
is small. Some additional study of this problem has been made in this
investigation. Four materials were studied, Steels Nos. 1, 5, 9, and
10. Tests were made on Farmer rotating-beam machines at speeds
of two hundred, fifteen hundred, and five thousand revolutions per
minute. The results are shown in Table 10.
These results indicate that at a speed of two hundred revolutions
per minute the endurance limit averages about two per cent lower
than at a speed of fifteen hundred revolutions per minute, and that
for a speed of five thousand revolutions per minute it averages prac-
tically no higher than at fifteen hundred revolutions per minute.
These variations are not large; and while for any given comparison
of materials it would seem wise to make tests at the same speed through.
out, the effect of speed of reversal of stress on small specimens and
machine parts does not seem to be very great.
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TABLE 10
EFFECT OF SPEED OF STRESS REVERSAL ON ENDURANCE LIMIT
(Farmer Machine)
Steel Steel
No.
1
1
5
7
7
7
7
7
9
10
Designation
1.20 carbon, normalized........................
1.20 carbon, draw D..... ....................
Chrome-nickel, treatment B ....................
3.50 nickel, treatment C ................... ....
3.50 nickel, treatment D ................... ....
3.50 nickel, draw D D ..........................
3.50 nickel, draw EE ..........................
3.50 nickel, draw FF ...........................
0.02 carbon, as received ........................
0.49 carbon, sorbitic ...........................
Endurance Limit, lb. per sq. in.
200 r.p.m.
48 500*
100 000
64 500
65000
51 000*
86 000*
78000
65000
24 200
45000
-ivy r.p.m.
50 000
103 000
65000
64 000
54 000
89000
78000
65000
26 000
48000
vv r.p.lm.
50 000
26 300
* Estimated from tests of at least four specimens.
It may be pointed out that the slight effect of speed on the results
of fatigue tests made in the rotating-beam machine is an item of evi-
dence that the abnormal stresses due to vibration and its resulting
inertia effects are not large for this type of machine.
For machine parts in which a wave of stress is obliged to traverse
a path of considerable length, as for example, a long rock drill, the
interference between a wave of stress and the reflection from a previous
wave may set up nodes of stress. In such cases the maximum stress
may be very different both in location and in magnitude from the
value computed by the ordinary formulae of mechanics of materials,
which are developed from considerations of static equilibrium. The
question of stress magnitudes caused by waves of stress is, however,
a question of mechanics of materials, and will not be taken up in this
bulletin.
12. Results of Tests of Steel with Various Temperatures of Draw
after Quenching.-Figs. 25 to 28, inclusive, show graphically the re-
sults of tests of steel oil-quenched and then drawn at various tempera-
tures; Tables 4 and 6 give the results of static and impact tests. It
will be noted that here, as in other tests, the values for proportional
elastic limit, ultimate tensile strength, Brinell and seleroscope hard-
ness, and endurance limit for flexure increase or decrease together, in
a general way. It will be seen that for the carbon-steel specimens
tested there is very little variation in endurance limit for flexuie or
in ultimate tensile strength up to a drawing temperature of nearly
600 degrees Fahr. For the nickel steel specimens both ultimate and
endurance limit fall off slightly even with low temperatures of draw.
The results of Charpy tests and of repeated-impact tests do not
rcnn_--^ i cnnn
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follow those of the tension tests or of the endurance tests. As is com-
monly the case, Charpy tests show low results for some very moderate
temperatures of draw, and both the Charpy and the repeated-impact
tests give maximum values for certain temperatures of draw.
These tests suggest the importance of a careful study of the effect
of heat treatment on any given steel in order to make the most effec-
tive use of the material. The range of tests given above could be
greatly enlarged; the effect of water quenching, of quenching at
various temperatures, of air-blast quenching without subsequent draw-
ing, and that of double or triple heat treatments are some of the phases
which immediately present themselves as subjects for careful study.
A careful heat-treatment survey of a steel would furnish the
metallurgical engineer a trustworthy basis on which to determine the
treatment to be given a steel to be used in a particular machine part.
He must decide the relative importance of static strength, endurance
strength, hardness, ductility, and ability to resist occasional shocks
and overloads. Diagrams like those shown in Figs. 25 to 28, inclusive,
would give him significant test data on which to base his decision as
to the proper heat treatment.
13. Effect of Occasional Heavy Stress upon Endurance Limit.-
In Bulletin No. 124* were given the results of a series of tests made
to determine the effect of overstressing by a definite amount. A series
of specimens was tested in the Farmer machine for a certain number
of cycles at a unit stress above the original endurance limit. Endur-
ance tests of these specimens were then made in the Farmer machine
in the usual manner at varying stresses to determine whether the
endurance limit had been affected. It was not possible in these tests
to apply very severe overstress without causing the specimen to bend,
thus rendering impossible a fatigue test in a rotating-beam testing
machine.
The effect on the endurance limit of applying a severe overstress
was studied in a series of tests in which a heavy axial tensile load was
applied to each specimen a few times, and the endurance limit for this
heavily overstressed material was determined by fatigue tests on these
overstressed specimens. In Table 3 are given the test data, and in
Table 11 and Fig. 29 the results of these tests. After the application
of overstress the surface of the specimens was not polished. In one
series of tests the specimens were placed in endurance testing machines
of the Farmer type a few seconds after being overstressed. In another
series of tests the specimens after being overstressed were immersed
in boiling water, kept there for about an hour, allowed to cool in an oven
over night, and then placed in the endurance testing machine the next
morning. In Table 11 it will be seen that until stress well up toward
* Bulletin No. 124, pp. 112-114.
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Draw/ng/ Temperature //in deg.
FIG. 25. CURVES SHOWING PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, HEAT-TREATMENT
SERIES I, 0.49 CARBON STEEL
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FIG. 26. CURVES SHOWING PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, HEAT-TREATMENT
SERIES IA, 0.53 CARBON STEEL
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FIG. 27. CURVES SHOWING PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, HEAT-TREATMENT
SERIES II, 1.20 CARBON STEEL
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FIG. 28. CURVES SHOWING PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, HEAT-TREATMENT
SERIES III, 3.50 NICKEL STEEL
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FIG. 29. DIAGRAM SHOWING EFFECT ON ENDURANCE LIMIT OF DIRECT
AXIAL STATIC STRESS APPLIED TWENTY TIMES
the proportional elastic limit of the material was applied, the endur-
ance limit of the specimens was not seriously reduced by overstressing.
It will also be seen that if a stress above the proportional elastic limit
was applied, the endurance limit was reduced appreciably. From
Fig. 29 it may be seen that for the particular steel tested the rate of
diminution of endurance limit showed a marked increase as the initial
axial overstress approached in magnitude the proportional elastic limit
of the material. From Table 11 it is evident that, for the particular
steel tested, an initial overstress seventy per cent above the original
endurance limit of the metal reduced the endurance limit for sub-
sequent reversed stress by about twenty-three per cent. It will be
further noted that no improvement of endurance limit was found in
the specimens which had been placed in boiling water. These results
would indicate that a severe overstress may start an incipient fatigue
failure, probably at the surface of the specimen. Tests of specimens
overstressed and afterwards polished might be expected to yield in-
teresting results.
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IV. RESISTANCE TO REPEATED STRESS OTHER THAN REVERSED STRESS
By F. M. HOWELL*
14. Introduction.-The foregoing part of this bulletin has been
restricted to a consideration of repeated stress in which the stress in
a cycle varied from a certain negative value (compression) to a posi-
tive value (tension) of the same magnitude. In many machine and
structural parts stress is repeated but not completely reversed; for
example, this is the case in railroad rails, steam turbine blades and
discs, wire rope without reverse bends, chain, etc.
Special interest centers on the ranges of stress in which the maxi-
mum tensile stress is greater numerically than the maximum com-
pressive stress, or in which the stress varies between a maximum stress
and a minimum stress, both of which are tension. A special series of
tests was made in which the effect of such ranges of stress was studied.
15. Apparatus and Test Specimens.-The machine used for these
tests is shown in Fig. 30. The specimen is a cantilever beam, the
FIG. 30. DIAGRAM OF TENSION-BENDING TESTING MACHINE
shank of the specimen N being fitted tightly (to 0.001 inch) in the
shaft of the machine and held in place by a set screw. The other
end of the specimen carries a dead load supported by the bearing G.
Mounted on the specimen and rotating with it is a spring S, fitted at
each end with a pair of knife-edges at right angles K' and K", which
are designed to exert uniform tension on the specimen and at the
same time to permit the specimen to bend. There is a shoulder on
the specimen at F, which supports one end of the spring apparatus;
the spring is compressed by tightening the nut L. The bearing G is
held in place by the collar A. As the specimen rotates, the upper
* Assistant Engineer of Tests, Investigation of the Fatigue of Metals.
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fibers are subjected to the maximum stress, which is the sum of the
tensile stress resulting from the spring and the tensile stress due to
the bending load, while the lower fibers carry the minimum stress,
the algebraic sum of the tensile stress due to the spring and the com-
pressive stress resulting from bending. Any desired maximum or
minimum stress, or range of stress can be obtained by varying the
tension and bending loads.
The specimen which has been found most satisfactory and which
is now being used for all tests in this machine is shown in Fig. 31.
A specimen cut with a tool swung on a larger radius (9.85 inches)
was used for some tests, but it was found that the specimen would
very often bend when a high tensile load was used after a small num-
ber of cycles of stress. This trouble was not entirely eliminated by
reducing the radius to one inch, but the results have been more satis-
factory since this radius was adopted.
FIG. 31. TEST SPECIMEN FOR TENSION-BENDING TESTING MACHINE
The loads are applied in the following manner: The specimen
with the tension-spring apparatus is placed on the bed of a universal
testing machine and the desired load is applied to the spring. The
length of the spring is then measured with a strain-gage on three
gage-lines and the nut screwed down on the specimen until it holds
the spring at the desired length. Then the specimen is inserted in
the tension-bending machine and the bending load applied. The
bending load includes an amount, previously determined by calibra-
tion, to correct for the stiffening effect of the friction at the knife-
edges.
16. Test Data.-The steels used for this series of tests were se-
lected from the steels used in the regular tests and consisted of the
following:
Steel No. 7 - 3.50 Nickel - Treatment A;
Steel No. 7 - 3.50 Nickel - Treatment B;
Steel No. 7 - 3.50 Nickel - Treatment C;
Steel No. 7 - 3.50 Nickel - Treatment D;
Steel No. 10a - 0.53 Carbon - Normalized;
Steel No. 10a - 0.53 Carbon - Sorbitic.
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TABLE 12
S-N RESULTS OF TENSION-BENDING TESTS
Ratio Maximum Minimum Range of
Specimen Min. to Stress Stress Stress Cycles for
No. Max. Stress Failure
lb. per sq. in.
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment A
7V 104
7U 156
70 52
7T 130
7M 52
78 7F
7M 26
7M 78
7R 0
7N 104
7L 117
7V 52
7P 156
70 65
7R 104
7P 65
70 39
7S 39
7R 26
7P 104
71 52
7M 30
70 26
70 143
7L 91
7S 117
7U 104
7Q 78
7T 13
7V 39
7R 91
7Q 117
7N 130
7P 0
7M117
7R 130
70 91
-1.0
-0.8
-0.67
-0.4
62 700
61 100
60 400
60 100
59 900
59 700
80 300
75 100
72 200
70 000
68 300
90000
87 200
84 800
83 400
79 800
78 000
75 600
74 800
73 200
72 200
70 600
69 100
69 100
68 200
67 600
67 200
66000
65900
65900
65 800
105 000
100 500
98 600
94 600
91 600
89 500
-62 700
-61 100
-60 400
-60 100
-59 900
-59 700
-64 200
-60 100
-57 800
-56 000
-54 700
-60 000
-58 200
-57 000
-56 000
-53 200
-52 000
-50 400
-49 900
-48 800
-48 100
-47 100
-46 100
-46 000
-45 500
-45 100
-44 800
-44 000
-43 900
-43 900
-43 900
-42 000
-40 200
-39 400
-37 400
-36 600
-35 800
125 400
122 200
120 800
120 200
119 800
119 400
144 500
135 200
130 000
126 000
123 000
150 000
145 400
141 800
139 400
133 000
130 000
126 000
124 700
122 000
120 300
117 700
115 200
115 100
113 700
112 700
112 000
110 000
109 800
109 800
109 700
147 000
140 700
138 000
132 000
128 200
125 300
679 000
45 900
10 616 4 0 0 °*
944 400
11 470 100
495 400
125 2000
105 600B
1 067 9000
722 3000
18 100 400°*
119 600°
129 5000
83 4000
153 3000
214 8000
247 8000
2 003 4000
1 406 6000
2 913 4000
1 654 6000
4 496 8000
130 300
4 642 700*
55 322 500*
1 057 5000
54 300
28 698 000*
2 684 0000
10 931 6000°
25 664 200°*
4 200°B
1680000
3 600°B
412 9000
323 6000
117 1000
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TABLE 12 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS OF TENSION-BENDING TESTS
Ratio Maximum Minimum Range of
Specimen Min. to Stress Stress Stress Cycles for
No. Max. Stress Failure
lb. per sq. in.
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment A (Cont'd)
7N 52 -0.4 88300
7M 65 87 800
70 78 86200
70 130 85 000
7T 117 84 500nn
83400
83 300
83 300
82 500
82000
79 500
0 107 600
107 600
105 500
105 400
104 300
104 000
101 200
99 700
99 600
99 200
99 000
99 300
96 800
7T 0 95900
7R 117 94 400
7S 156 0.29 113 700
7M104 109 800
7N 39 105 000
7U 13 103900
78 130 102 400
100 200
100 000
S98900
97 400
91000
0.5 115600
102 400
101 200
98000
-35 300
-35 100
-34 500
-34 000
-33 900
-33 400
-33 300
-33 300
-33 000
-32 800
-31 800
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 800
0
0
0
32 500
31 400
30 000
29 700
29200
28 600
28 600
28 200
27 800
26000
57 800
51 200
50 600
49000
123 600
122 900
120 700
119 000
118 400
116 800
116 600
116 600
115 500
114 800
111 300
107 600
107 600
105 500
105 400
104 300
104 000
101 200
99 700
99 600
99200
99000
97 500
96 800
95900
94400
81200
78 400
75 000
74 200
73 200
71 600
71 400
70 700
69 600
65000
57800
51200
50 600
49 000
587 4000
600 8000°
1 153 9000
10 000 000A
11 727 3000
23 187 2000
111 600V
452 3000
10 079 4000*
9 971 300°*
890 0000 V
100°B
2 2000°
222 800
581 0000
378 6000
4841 5000
78 300B
1 000°B
617 8000
155 500B
12 887 4000°
1 720 4000
10 037 3000*
2 716 700°V
837 500
200B
14 546 000*
12 870 100*
7000°
4 001 200B
3 571 2000B
46 452 3000*
13 069 700*
10 824 4000*
15 636 8000*
100B
4000B
13 008 400*
700°B
* Did not fail. B Specimen bent, did not break. o Specimen with 9.85-in. radius.
A Approximate. V Vibrated badly.
7N 65
7U 52
7S 104
7L 104
70 117
7S 113
7Q 10
7N 78
7S 65
7Q 91
7V 26
7U 65
7Q 104
7A 78
7L 78
7R 143
7S 0
7U 130
7U1 26
7M 91
7P 130
78 13
7V 143
7T 26
7P 143
7N 91
7Q 156
7N117
I I
I
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TABLE 12 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS OF TENSION-BENDING TESTS
Ratio
Min. to
Max. Stress
Maximum
Streps
Minimum
Stress
lb. per sq. in.
Range of
Stress
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment B
-1.0 63 400
-0.67 82000
78 000
74 900
71 900
69 400
68400
68 100
66 900
66 000
-0.4 101 000
90 500
86 600
85 000
7G 39
7
7F 91
7C 91
7C 52
7C 26
7B 52
7H 78
7F 13
7G 13
7D 52
7F 0
7A 26
7G 104
7A 117
7K 0
71 91
7C 117
7K 117
7E 117
7H 52
7H 0
7C 0
7F 52
7E 78
7L 13
711 91
71H 117
7E 39
7G 65
7D 104
71 39
7A 65
7F 104
7W 26
7D 143
711
71 52
71 78
7E 130
7F 143
7H 26
7W 0
7J 13
7G 130
7B 104
71 130
71 0
7F 117
* Did not fail. B Specimen bent, did not break. o Specimen with 9.85-in. radius.
Specimen
No.
Cycles for
Failure
-63 400
-54 700
-52 000
-50 000
-47 800
-46 300
-- 45 600
-45 400
-44 600
-44 00
-40 400
85 000
82 500
82 100
82000
81 800
81 000
80 900
80 700
80 000
79 900
79 600
70 100
100 400
86 600
85 800
84 400
84 100
84 100
83 000
82 700
82 200
82 100
81 000
95 000
88 700
85 500
84 900
83 800
82 100
81 700
81 500
81 100
79 800
77 900
75700
126 800
136 700
130 000
124 900
119 700
115 700
114 000
113 500
111 500
110 000
141 400
126 700
121 200
119 000
119 000
115 500
115 000
115000
114 500
113 400
113 300
113 000
112 000
111 800
111 400
98 100
100 400
86 600
85800
84400
84 100
84 100
83 000
82 700
82 200
82 100
81 000
67 800
63 000
61 100
60700
59800
58 600
58 400
58 200
57 900
57000
56 500
54 100
502 2000
2 4000B
3000 B
149 9000
1 961 2000
1 695 3000
648 1000
13 866 900°*
11 451 500"*
10 665 8000°
800°B
1 079 3000
16 6000
2 504 7000
3 209 0000
1 550 4000
4 217 2000
21 3000
10 352 8000*
10 705 4000*
162 8000B
12 830 600°*
4 852 00001
12 219 3000*
10 644 3000*
10 730 000*
3 600°B
28 395 900*
1000B
3 988 300°B
1000B
20 0000
104 400°B
10 777 7000*
10 303 3000*
10 070 5000"
12 518 0000*
342 700
55 426 400*
7 154 0000
2000B
5 167 9000
100°B
348 8000
6 402 9000
10 448 700"*
3 0000 B
12 700 800°*
10 107 200°*
-36 200
-34 600
-34 000
-34 000
-33 000
-32 900
-33000
-32 700
-32 400
-32 400
-32 300
-32 000
-31 900
-31 800
-28 000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
27 200
25 700
24 400
24 200
24 000
23 500
23 300
23 300
23 200
22 800
21 400
21 600
~
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TABLE 12 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS OF TENSION-BENDING TESTS
Ratio Maximum Minimum Range of
Specimen Min. to Stress Stress Stress Cycles for
No. Max. Stress _ Failure
lb. per sq. in.
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment B (Cont'd)
7E 65 0.5 89300 44 650 44650 1000.
7D 0 89 200 44 600 44 600 100°B
7D 65 89 000 44 500 44 500 400
0
B
7J 117 87 500 43 750 43 750 10 658 000°*
7F 26 86 400 43 200 43 200 25 727 900°*
7B 78 84 800 42 400 42 400 30 554 60C°*
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment C
7JJ 143
7JJ 130
7LL 39
7JJ 91
7JJ 65
7LL 52
7LL 91
711 104
711 65
711 52
711 78
7HH104
7HH 91
71.L 117
7KK117
711 117
7KK143
7JJ 52
7KK 65
7JJ 39
7HH117
7KK 13
711 26
7LL 156
7LI, 0
7HH 39
7JJ 117
7KK156
7LL 78
7KK 78
711 39
7JJ 13
711 130
7KK 91
7KK 39
-1.0
-0.8
-0.67
-0.4
-0.2
0
0.5
64300
62 200
80 550
75 200
70 400
70 100
67 500
66 200
66 000
65 200
79 900
78 400
74 600
73800
72 400
71 600
100 300
98 300
96 300
93 300
90 900
89 600
86 000
103 300
99 700
95 750
120 000
115000
109 000
104 600
101 800
99200
100 250
110 000
102600
-64 300
-62 200
-64 450
-60 100
-56 400
-56 100
-54000
-53 000
-52 800
-52 200
-47 900
-47 000
-44 800
-44 200
-43 00
--i3 000
-40 100
-39 300
-38 500
-37 300
-36 300
-36 000
-34 400
-20 700
- 20 000
-19 150
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 750
55 000
52 200
128 600
124 400
145 000
135 300
126 800
126 200
121 500
119 200
118 800
117 400
127 800
125 400
119 400
118 000
115 800
114 600
140 400
137 600
134 800
130 600
127 200
125 600
120 400
124 000
119 700
114 900
120 000
115 000
109 000
104 600
101 800
99 200
98 500
55 000
50 400
1 095 700
1 674 700
32 100
139 600
348 700
95 900
285 900
1 358 300
23 868 100
50 101 600*
799 900
483 200
3 479 300
3 074 100
19 513 400
6 792 200*
178 700
242 700
427 900
952 200
211 600
651 800
139 900
45 800
200 000
10 711 500*
59 300
5700B
86 00VB
8 07& 700V
1 022 300
3 186 800
19 575 700V
95 300VB
1 574 200B
* Did not fail. B Specimen bent, did not break. O Specimen with 9.85-in. radius.
V Vibrated badly.
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TABLE 12 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS OF TENSION-BENDING TESTS
Ratio Maximum Minimum Range of
Specimen Min. to Stress Stress Stress Cycles for
No. Max. Stress Failure
lb. per sq. in.
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment D
7W 65
7Z 78
7W 52
7GG 104
7DD 65
7FF 78
7Z 143
7CC 91
7X 13
7BB 0
7CC 26
7DD 13
7FF 130
7Z 169
7DD 26
7GG 91
7Y 78
7CC 13
7X 52
7GG 65
7X 11
7EE 39
7DD 91
7X 156
7Z 91
7GG 26
7AA 143
7FF 52
7Y 143
7X 130
7EE 65
7X 78
7Z 156
7W 39
7BB 13
7BB 117
7 117
7EE 0
7DD 78
7DD 0
7Y 30
7GG 52
-1.0
-0.9
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0
56 600
49 600
49 200
49 200
48 900
52 700
49 500
48 800
48 100
48 000
59 450
55 400
54 200
52 500
52 500
52 000
51 600
55 800
55 000
53 900
52 400
52 000
49600
49 600
49 500
57 500
54 900
54 600
53 100
51 400
59 800
55 800
54 200
53 200
60 200
59 500
57600
57 600
56 400
56 200
56000
53 600
-56 600
-- 49 600
-49 200
-- 49 200
-48 900
--47 500
-- 44 600
-44 000
-43 300
-43 200
-47 550
-44 300
-43 400
-42 000
-42 000
-41 600
-41 200
-33 500
-33000
-32 300
-31 400
-31 200
-29 800
-29 800
-29 700
-23 500
-21 900
-21 800
-21 200
-21000
-12 000
-11 200
-10 800
-10 700
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
113 200
99 200
98 400
98 400
97 800
100 200
94 100
92 800
91 400
91 200
107 000
99 700
97 600
94 500
94 500
93 600
92 800
89 300
88 000
86 200
83 800
83 200
79 400
79 400
79 200
81 000
76 800
76 400
74 300
72 400
71 800
67 000
65000
63 900
60 200
59 500
57 600
57 600
56 400
56 200
56 000
53600
* Did not fail. B Specimen bent, did not break.
286 7000
2 296 9000
310 800
48 938 000
13 270 3000*
2 409 500
4 667 6000
39 258 400
48 246 000°*
4 164 800
900"B
2 800°B
1 7000 B
993 9000
1 026 7000
77 016 000°*
51 831 8000*
1 400° B
65 274 700°*
200°B
279 7000
1 860 9000
12 849 0000*
100 B
25 529 000°*
100oB
519 600B
35 197 7000
100°B
100°B
81 100B
65000 B
100°B
121 038 4000*
7 906 000
122 671 600*
946 600
1 290 300
991 3000
10 384 300*
6 865 400
17 582 3000*
o Specimen with 9.85-in. radius.
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TABLE 12 (CONTINUED)
S-N RESULTS OF TENSION-BENDING TESTS
Ratio
Specimen Min. to
No. Max. Stress
Maximum Minimum Range of
Stress Stress Stress
lb. per sq. in.
Steel No. 7, 3.50 Nickel, Treatment D (Cont'd)
0.29 70 300 20 100 50 200
68 100 21 900 46 200
66 400 19 000 47 400
63 000 18 000 45 000
0.5 67050 33550 33500
64 300 32 100 32 200
Steel No. 10a, 0.53 Carbon, Normalized
7Z 0
7EE 117
7DD143
7DD104
7AA 104
7X 104
100195
10N1095
100130
10P 117
10Q 169
10l 26
100182
10)0143
100 195
10Q 78
10(0 52
10P 104
o1P G6.
10P 169
10P 143
100104
10Q 156
10R 0
10P 195
10Q 130
10P 156
100 91
-35 300
-33 200
-30 000
-26 700
-23 600
-21 600
2 600
0
0
0
0I
0I
12 000
12 000
11 100
10 350
10 050
35 800
34800
34 700
34 500
31300
70 600
66 400
80 000
71 200
63 000
57 600
72 000
60 000
50 400
49 000
47 200
42 600
49 850
47 800
45 600
41 500
40 200
35 800
34800
34 300
34 500
34 300
Steel No. 10a, 0.53 Carbon, Sorbitic
-) 17 65 200
61 400
59 800
56 800
56 250
56 200
56 000
55 500
55 300
55 100
-43 200
-- 41 000
-39 700
-37 700
-37 500
-37 400
-36 000
-37 000
-36 700
-36 700
108 4001
102 400
99 500
94 500
93 750
93 600
92 000
92 500
92 000
91 800
* Did not fail. B Specimen bent, did not break. o Specimen with 9.85-in. radius. V Vibrated badly.
-1.0 35300
33 200
-0.6 50000
44 500
39 400
36 000
0 74 600
60 000
50 400
49 000
47 200
42 600
0.2 61 850
59 800
56 700
51 850
50 250
0.5 71 600
69 600
69 000
69 000
68 600
Cycles for
Failure
200B
51 867 700V*
44 363 600*
21 515 900*
200B
1 300B
384 200
41 218 100*
105 200
711 200
2 161 100
13 541 100*
1 6001
100B
114 700B
2 300B
10 900 400*
13 606 600*
1 474 100
324 800
400BV
75 500B
3 600B
3 300BV
74 400BV
43900
11 260 000*
100B
10H 52
10H 13
101 117
10H 39
10H 0
10J 104
10I 182
10I 130
10I 156
10I 104
126 100
556 000
530 0000
1 423 3000
585 7000
14 640 200*
384 600
440 100 ° V
50 677 100°*
10 113 800°*
~
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TABLE 12 (CONCLUDED)
S-N RESULTS OF TENSION-BENDING TESTS
Ratio Maximum Minimum Range of
Specimen Min. to Stress Stress Stress Cycles for
No. Max. Stress . Failure
lb. per sq. in.
Steel No. 10a, 0.53 Carbon, Sorbitic (Cont'd)
10H 65 -- 0.4 63 800 -25500
10H 91 i2 050 -24 800
10 130; 6l 200 - 24 500
I T i1 60 000 -24 000
10. 143 0 68 000 0
10] 52 67 300 0
10F 182 66 600 0
1011117 65 200 0
101 13 64 400 0
101(104 6i3 300
10D195 58 600
101 169 0.20 71 000
101 143 70 400
10. 78 69 600
101 (65 69 000
10.1 169 66 800
10J 13 65 600
10J 26 0.5 78800
u
0
20 300
20 100
19 900
19 700
19 100
18 700
39 400
89 300 1 856 40(0
86 850 6 477 6000°
85 700 14 414 900°*
84 000 10 145 800C *
68 000 100°B
67 300 100cB
66 600 uu
65 200
64 400
63 300
58 600
50 700
50 300
49 700
49 300
47 700
46 900
39 400
100 B
10 665 700 0 B
10 088 800°V*
10 190 2000*
10 200 1000*
300°B
679 9000
100°B
10091
100011
12 976 8000*
1000°
Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon, Sorbitic
10F 195 -0.4 70600
10E 156 59 000
10E 39 56 300
10D 26 56 300
10E 169 56000
10G 52 55 700
10D130 55 200
10D 78 55 000
-28 200 98 800
-23 600 82 600
-22 500 78 800
-22 500 78 800
-22 400 78 400
-22 300 78 000
-22 100 77 300
-22 000 77 000
* Did not fail. 1 Specimen bent, did not break. O Specimen with 9.85-in. radius. V Vibrated adlly.
5000 B
209 7000
1 000°B
72 4000
2 090 800°
8 7000B
32 227 900°B
12 496 600l°
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ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
The data for and the results of tests in which the specimens were
subjected to cycles of stress not completely reversed are given in Tables
12 and 13. As in the tests under reversed stress, the values of stress
were computed by the ordinary formulae of mechanics.
Heretofore in this bulletin the term endurance limit has been
used to denote the critical stress below which the material would not
fail under an indefinitely large number of cycles of completely re-
versed stress. It now becomes necessary to define the critical maximum
stress for a range of stress not involving complete reversal. When
critical stresses of this nature are discussed, the term endurance limit
will be followed by a phrase, or a subscript, indicating the ratio of
the minimum stress to the maximum stress, or the ratio of the value
of the lower extremity of the range to that of the upper extremity.
For instance, the statement that the endurance limit at a ratio of
-0.5 is 96 000 pounds per square inch for a certain steel means that
that steel will withstand an indefinitely large number of cycles of
stress ranging from 48 000 pounds per square inch in compression to
96 000 pounds per square inch in tension. For convenience, the term
cadurance limit without a modifying phrase, or'subscript, will be
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FIG. 32. S-N DIAGRAMS FOR 3.50 NICKEL STEEL,
TREATMENT A, TENSION-BENDING TESTS
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FIG. 33. S-N DIAGRAMS FOR 3.50 NICKEL SEEEL,
TREATMENT B, TENSION-BENDING TESTS
taken to mean the endurance limit for complete reversal of stress or
a ratio of -1.0. Figs. 32 to 36, inclusive, show the S-N diagrams, and
Table 12 the data, for the tests made in the tension-bending machines.
In this chapter the symbol Qr will be used to denote the ratio of the
endurance limit at the ratio r to the endurance limit for complete
reversal of stress, both endurance limits being those obtained from tests
in the tension-bending machines; for example,
endurance limit for a ratio of - 0.6
endurance limit for complete reversal
It was found that the endurance limits for reversed stress as
determined by the tension-bending machines were considerably lower,
in one case as much as ten per cent, than the corresponding limits
obtained by the Farmer rotating-beam machine. This may be ex-
plained by the following circumstances: first, the radius of the turned-
down portion of the tension-bending specimen (Fig. 31) was some-
what less than the radius of the turned-down portion of the Farmer
specimen (Fig. 43); and second, with the tension-bending machine
there was generally more vibration of the specimen, and, conse-
quently, the actual stress was slightly higher than the computed
value. For this reason and also to afford a basis for comparison, the
ratio Q is shown in Table 12. The effect of vibration on these ratios is
probably slight, and the ratios are therefore used in plotting the
curves shown in Fig. 41.
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FIG. 34. S-N DIAGRAMS FOR 3.50 NICKEL STEEL,
TREATMENT C, TENSION-BENDING TESTS
17. Inelastic Action during Tests.-It will be noted that in gen-
eral the maximum allowable unit stress increases as the ratio of min-
imum to maximum stress progresses from-1.0 to 0, but there is a
tendency for the curves to flatten out as they approach the propor-
tional elastic limits of the materials (Figs. 38 to 40, inclusive, the
construction of which is discussed on page 83). This may be due
partly to the machine -used for these tests, for as soon as the stress
in a specimen reaches the elastic limit, excessive deflection with con-
sequent "whipping" occurs. Thus, the stress is increased beyond the
calculated value, and the specimen fails. This failure is very often
a yield-point failure, not a fatigue failure. In the cases where a
fatigue failure occurred at computed stresses above the proportional
elastic limit, it is doubtful whether the computed stresses were main-
tained throughout the test, as any lengthening of the specimen would
cause a decrease in the steady tensile stress and a consequent change
in the minimum stress, maximum stress, and ratio of minimum to
maximum.
In the case of the nickel steel with Treatment C, however, there
seems to be no flattening of the curve until a point well above the
yield point was reached. The same is true of Steel No. 10, 0.49 Carbon,
I-
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FIG. 35. S-N DIAGRAMS FOR 3.50 NICKEL STEEL,
TREATMENT D, TENSION-BENDING TESTS
normalized. Steel No. 7 with Treatment D and the 0.49 Carbon,
sorbitic steel, on the contrary, seem to be affected at a computed stress
considerably below their proportional elastic limits. It is not strange
that a ductile annealed steel, such as the nickel steel with Treatment
D, should be affected at a stress lower than the proportional elastic
limit, as the tensile stress-strain curve bends over gradually and the
proportional elastic limit is not well defined.
18. Goodman Diagram for Effect of Range of Stress on Fatigue
of Steel.-Wihler concluded as the result of his experiments that steel
would rupture at a unit stress much below the ultimate strength, and
even below the elastic limit if the stress were repeated a sufficient
number of times; that within certain limits the range of unit stress,
and not the maximum stress, determines the number of repetitions
for rupture. For a given maximum or minimum unit stress, the
number of repetitions for rupture increases as the range of stress is
diminished, and there appears to be a limiting range for which repeti-
tions for rupture become infinite;* and as the maximum unit stress
increases, the limiting range of stress decreases.
* The term "infinite" is the term used by Goodman in discussing Wbhler's results. The
writers prefer the term "indefinitely large."
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FIG. 36. S-N DIAGRAMS FOR 0.53 CARBON STEEL, TENSION-BENDING TESTS
Fig. 37 is a copy of the "dynamic theory" diagram drawn by
Professor Goodman* of the University of Leeds, who based his diagram
chiefly on the results of W6hler's tests and some tests conducted by
himself. The endurance limits were taken as the stresses at which
the material withstood over 4 000 000 cycles of repeated stress. The
dynamic theory assumes that varying loads produce the same effects
as suddenly applied loads, that is, twice the destructive effect of
slowly applied loads. It also assumes that any repeated loading may
be resolved into a repeated loading superimposed on a steady loading,
and that a machine part will not break under repeated loadings if the
maximum effective stress (dead load stress plus twice the repeated-
* Goodman, "Mechanics Applied to Engineering," p. 634 (9th Ed.).
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load stress) does not exceed the static ultimate tensile strength of
the steel.
In this diagram the values of the minimum stresses, or the stresses
due to dead load, are plotted in terms of percentage of the static
ultimate strength, forming the straight line DOB. The maximum
values of the limiting ranges of stress were found to fall along a line
CAB, which intersects the line OE at the point whose ordinate rep-
resents one-half of the static ultimate strength. The vertical distance
between the lines CAB and DOB is a measure of the range of the
varying stress or the stress due to the live load. Thus, for failure
the dead load plus twice the live load equals the ultimate strength,
which is the basis of the dynamic theory.
19. Discussion of Results of Tests.-The Goodman diagram for
Steel No. 7, Treatment A, as well as the results obtained by the ten-
sion-bending tests on this steel, is shown in Fig. 38. It will be noted
that the maximum unit stresses obtained in this investigation are con-
sistently higher than the corresponding values of Goodman's diagram,
and the results are not in accord with the dynamic theory. One reason
for this may be that the dynamic theory diagram is based chiefly on
direct tension-compression stresses; and W6hler's tests, which were
used by Goodman, were tension-compression tests, whereas in this
Static Ulf/'ma/te
FIG. 37. GOODMAN'S DIAGRAM
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investigation tension-bending tests were made. A few results secured
for complete reversal of stress in direct tension-compression tests in-
dicate that the endurance limit in those tests is lower than that ob-
tained in reversed-bending tests; and it may be that direct tension-
compression tests would lower the endurance limits so that they would
more nearly agree with the results of Goodman. In this connection it
may be noted that some tests conducted by Professor B. P. Haigh*
apparently bear out this statement.
The Goodman diagrams for the other heat treatments of Steel
No. 7 and for Steel No. 10, and the experimental results are shown in
Figs. 38 to 40, inclusive. In all cases, it will be noted, the Goodman
diagram gives safe values, that is, the ranges of stress obtained were
greater than the corresponding ranges given by Goodman's diagram,
but the Goodman yalues when used as a basis for design for parts sub-
jected to repeated bending give working stresses lower than is neces-
sary in most cases.
Goodman considered the endurance limit for reversed stress equal
to one-third of the ultimate strength of the material, whereas in this
investigation it has been found to be nearer one-half the ultimate
strength for specimens subjected to bending. Moreover, it seems
desirable to base the treatment of repeated stress not involving com-
plete reversal not on the ultimate static strength, but on the endur-
ance limit for complete reversal, since that value can be determined
quite easily. Furthermore, in order to show graphically the results
of tests of specimens under stress repeated but not reversed, it is con-
venient to plot diagrams with values of Q as ordinates and of r as
abscissae; Q is the ratio of the endurance limit for various ratios of
minimum stress to maximum stress to the endurance limit for com-
plete reversal of stress, the endurance limits being those obtained from
tests in the tension-bending machines; r is the ratio of minimum stress
to maximum stress within a cycle. Fig. 41 shows the results of the
tests plotted in this way.
In tests made on a rotating-beam type of machine it is not certain
that failures are true fatigue failures when the maximum stress is
above the proportional elastic limit. It has been considered best in
plotting results to discard those from tests in which the computed
fiber stress was as high as the lowest value found for the proportional
elastic limit of the material. Moreover, since, due to the greater vibra-
tion and the sharper radius of the turned-down portion of specimens,
the actual stress in the tension-bending specimens is slightly greater
than the computed stress, the following procedure has been followed:
For any steel the ratio between endurance limit as determined in the
* "The Endurance of Metals under Alternating Stresses," by B. P. Haigh, I). Sc., Royal
Naval College. Greenwich, Journal of the West of Scotland Iron and Steel Institute, Glasgow.
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FIG. 38. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH GOODMAN'S DIAGRAMS
FOR 3.50 NICKEL STEEL, TREATMENTS A AND B
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FIG. 39. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH GOODMAN'S DIAGRAMS
FOR 3.50 NICKEL STEEL, TREATMENTS C AND D
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FIG. 40. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH GOODMAN'S DIAGRAMS
FOR 0.53 CARBON STEEL
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tension-bending machine with stress completely reversed (springs re-
moved) and the endurance limit as determined in a Farmer rotating-
beam machine was computed. This ratio is denoted by k. Then when
the results of tension-bending tests were plotted, all tests were dis-
carded for which the value of the computed stress was as high as k S,,
in which 8, is the lower limit of range of values found for the propor-
tional elastic limit of the steel tested.
20. Application to Design.-It will be noted that the test results
are somewhat more erratic than the results given by tests on the Farmer
/6
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FIG. 41. DIAGRAM SHOWING LIMITING STRESS RATIOS FOR VARIOUS
RATIOS OF MINIMUM STRESS TO MAXIMUM STRESS
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rotating-beam machine. However, in Fig. 41 a straight line drawn
between a point whose co6rdinates are (+ 1.0, -1.0) and.one whose
co6rdinates are (+ 1.5, 0.0) furnishes a fairly satisfactory graph of
the results.
In designing a member which must withstand a large number of
cycles of stress, the designer may make use of the following empirical
formula, which is the equation of the straight line shown in Fig. 41,
which gives values somewhat on the safe side of test results, and which
shows the ratio of the endurance limit for any range of stress to the
endurance limit for completely reversed stress:
r+3 (r+3)Q= or S,= S r 31
2 2
in which r is the algebraic ratio of minimum stress to maximum
stress during a cycle of stress,
Qr is the ratio of enduranc3 limit for ratio r to endurance
limit for completely reversed stress,
Sr is the endurance limit for the ratio r, and
S _ is the endurance limit for completely reversed stress.
This formula can be used only up to the limit at which the max-
imum unit stress set up reaches the proportional elastic limit of the
material, and for most steel this eliminates ratios of minimum stress
to maximum stress greater than zero. Beyond the proportional elastic
limit the static properties of the steel are the governing factors rather
than the fatigue properties.
It seems highly desirable that further tests along this line should
be conducted, as the information obtained therefrom would, no doubt,
be of great value to designers of parts which are to be subjected to
repeated stresses not completely reversed. It is believed, however, that
any further investigation should include direct tension-compression
tests as well as combined tension-bending tests.
V. UNSOLVED PROBLEMS IN FATIGUE OF METALS
21. Summary of Field Covered by Present Investigation.-The
specific field laid out for the present investigation at its beginning
was the study of general laws of fatigue for wrought ferrous metals.
While much valuable work had been done in studying the fatigue of
metals, it was felt that there was great need for test data on representa-
tive steels tested to reversals of stress running as high in number as
one hundred million. The accumulation of such data has been the out-
standing laboratory problem of this investigation. Several other labo-
ratories, notably the laboratory of the U. S. Naval Engineering
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Experiment Station at Annapolis, Maryland,* have also collected
considerable data.
All this work has, it is believed, established on a reasonably firm
basis experimental criteria for judging the performance of wrought
ferrous metals under repeated stress, and has fixed fairly trustworthy
correlations between fatigue-resisting properties of wrought ferrous
metals and other physical properties. There are, however, a large
number of unsolved problems of prime importance to the users of
metals, and it is to be hoped that the facilities developed, the apparatus
devised, and, especially, the research workers trained may be kept at
work on the solution of these problems, some of which are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
22. Effect of Notches, Grooves, and Sudden Changes of Outline.
-There has been presented a considerable amount of experimental
evidence which shows quite clearly the very marked injurious effect
which notches, grooves, and sudden changes of outline of a machine
part exert on its resistance to repeated stress. It can be stated that
sharp notches, shoulders or keyways may increase localized stresses
in a machine part to a value at least double that computed by the ordi-
nary flexure formulae, and that, under the action of repeated stress,
such localized stress is effective in causing structural damage. There
are no comprehensive data, however, for making any quantitive esti-
mate of the effectiveness of fillets and other means of diminishing this
localized stress. For example, it is not known whether the radius of a
fillet at a shoulder of a shaft should be proportional to the diameter
of the shaft, or whether a fillet of given radius is equally effective in
reducing localized stress whatever the diameter of the shaft. The
weakening effect of screw threads of various types, of keyways, of
holes for pins, etc., would repay investigation. As localized stress at
the edge of bearings of shafts is not infrequently severe, and as cutting
action at such edges may also cause grooves which are a source of
heavy localized stress, the investigation of this problem seems decidedly
worth while.
It can hardly be over-emphasized that the ordinary formulae of
the mechanics of materials neglect the existence of very many localized
stresses in structures and machine parts, and that under the action of
repeated stress such localized stresses are sources of potential fatigue
failure. The designer of machine parts must not be satisfied when he
has applied the ordinary formulae of mechanics of materials and has
found his computed working stresses safe; he must always be on the
lookout for sources of localized stress which are neglected in using
the ordinary formulae.
* McAdam, "Endurance of Steel under Repeated Stress," Chemical & Metallurgical
Engineering, December 14, 1921.
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23. Effect of Flaws in Metals and of Crystalline Structure.-
Available test data for the study of the effect of flaws and of varying
crystalline structures in metals are even fewer than are data for the
study of the effect of notches, grooves and sudden changes in section.
It is generally supposed that a metal with a fine crystalline structure
is more resistant to fatigue than is one with a coarse crystalline struc-
ture, and that a metal with elongated crystals, such as are found in
an unannealed steel casting, is less resistant to fatigue than is a metal
with rounded crystals like those in an annealed steel casting. There
are, however, very few experimental data to confirm definitely the
truth of either supposition. It seems reasonable to suppose that in-
ternal flaws act to weaken metal under repeated stress in a manner
similar to the action of external notches and grooves, but very little
experimental study has been given to this problem, and no data are
available for making a comparison of the weakening effect of internal
flaws and of notches, grooves and scratches. It is not known whether
the correlation between ultimate tensile strength and endurance limit,
which has been found for sound wrought ferrous metal, exists for
metal with internal defects. At present the only test for defects is
by visual examination, either with the unaided eye or with the aid of
the microscope. Such examination does not yield quantitative results
which can be expressed in specifications, and a study of the possibility
of obtaining such quantitative results through the use of repeated-
stress tests of some kind would be valuable.
24. Fatigue Strength of Metals at High Temperature.-There is
an almost complete lack of information concerning the strength of
metal subjected to repeated stress at high temperatures. Machine parts
which have to withstand this combination include steam turbine blades
and discs, cylinders, pistons, valves and valve springs of internal com-
bustion engines, etc. It is known that the static strength of metals
falls off rapidly with increase of temperature, but it is not known
how the endurance limit is affected. Such an investigation would call
for an extensive series of tests, and would involve a considerable ex-
pense. It would be necessary to devise apparatus for holding a high
temperature at a constant value for a long time. The results of an
investigation of this particular problem would be of great importance.
25. Fatigue Strength of Cast Metal.-All the tests made during
the course of the present investigation, and nearly all repeated stress
tests for which records are available have been tests of rolled metal.
Very little test data are in existence concerning the behavior of cast
metal under repeated stress. This problem is of importance in connec-
tion with the great use of steel castings in place of forgings, and built-
up parts, as for example, in railway car couplers and bolsters, crank
shafts of pumps and engines, etc. Cast metal has a crystalline struc-
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ture radically different from that of rolled metal, and the question
of the fatigue strength of cast metal is related to the question of the
effect of crystalline structure on fatigue strength of metal. Gray cast
iron is not often used for parts subjected to repeated stress, though
cylinders of steam engines and of gas engines might be classed under
this category. Malleable cast iron is occasionally used as a stress-
resisting member. Some data on the strength of malleable cast iron
under repeated stress have been obtained.
It is not known whether the high static strength obtainable in
steel castings is accompanied by a high endurance limit or not. The
effects of annealing and of other heat treatments of steel castings on
the ability to withstand repeated stress are not known. The effect of
the rather large shrinkage strains in some steel castings on their ability
to resist repeated stress is also unknown. The study of the fatigue
strength of steel castings may be characterized as one of the major
unsolved problems in the fatigue of metals.
26. Fatigue Strength of Non-Ferrous Metals.-In the present
investigation no non-ferrous metals have been studied. There are
several investigations of special non-ferrous metals in progress at the
present time, some in commercial laboratories, some in government
laboratories. There is some indication that for certain non-ferrous
metals, the endurance limit is not so clearly defined as in the case of
wrought ferrous metals, and there is further indication that the cor-
relation which seems to exist for wrought ferrous metals between ulti-
mate tensile strength and endurance limit does not exist for these non-
ferrous metals. The fatigue strength of non-ferrous metals is certainly
a major problem, or rather a group of major problems, in any general
investigation of the fatigue of metals.
27. Detection of Incipient Fatigue Action before Failure Occurs.
-A question of vital importance in the investigation of the fatigue
of metals is that of determining whether progressive failure of the
metal has begun in any part. In the case of wire ropes bent round
sheaves this question can be answered with a good degree of certainty,
because long before the rope as a whole is in danger of failure, indivi-
dual wires break, and these wires are usually on the outside of the
rope. In parts made of solid metal, however, no such warning is given.
If a crack large enough to be detected develops, the member is usually
near to the point of failure. This problem is in what is an almost
unexplored field. There is some promise that a study of the change
of magnetic properties might yield some method of predicting the
early stages of progressive failure for some iron or steel machine parts.
A study of the transmission of waves of sound through the metal is
another possible avenue of approach to the problem. This problem
would require the exclusive attention of an investigator probably for
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a long time. Its solution would be of very great value to all users and
inspectors of machines.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
28. Summary of Conclusions.-The tests recorded in this bulletin
have all been made on specimens of wrought ferrous metal, free from
flaws and large inclusions, as shown by micrographs, and tested under
continuous series of cycles of stress. Tests in reversed bending, com-
bined reversed bending and steady tension, and reversed torsion are in-
cluded. All specimens were turned with the longitudinal axis in the
direction of rolling of the steel. The information gained from these
specimens may not be true for steel with serious flaws or large inclu-
sions, nor should such conclusions be extended to cast steel, cast iron,
or non-ferrous metals. Subject to the above limitations, the conclu-
sions drawn from the tests herein recorded may be summarized as
follows:
(1) A study of the test data obtained in the laboratories of
the investigation since the publication of Bulletin No. 124, to-
gether with a study of test data secured from other laboratories
tends to confirm the existence of an endurance limit for wrought
ferrous. metals, the endurance limit being defined as the unit
stress below which a metal is capable of withstanding an indefin-
itely large number of reversals of stress.
(2) The test results obtained for wrought ferrous metals
since the publication of Bulletin No. 124 and those from other
laboratories confirm the conclusion drawn in that bulletin that
the endurance limit of a wrought ferrous metal may be determined
with a fair degree of accurracy by a short-time test in which the
rise of temperature under reversed stress is measured.*
(3) The tests recorded in this bulletin confirm the conclu-
sion drawn in Bulletin No. 124 that for wrought ferrous metals
the endurance limit seems to be correlated with the ultimate ten-
sile strength, with the Brinell hardness number, and in a much
smaller degree with the yield point and the proportional elastic
limit. No correlation was found between the endurance limit and
the ductility, the results of Charpy impact tests of notched bars,
or repeated-impact tests.
(4) The effect of speed of reversal of stress on the determina-
tion of the endurance limit seems to be slight, below a speed of
five thousand revolutions per minute for tests made on a Farmer
* It is not certain that this conclusion holds true for wrought ferrous metals having
a Brinell hardness higher than 400.
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rotating-beam testing machine. A slight increase of endurance
limit was noted for increased speed of reversal of stress.
(5) The results of the tests of specimens with various tem-
peratures of "draw" after oil-quenching indicate that for the
carbon-steel specimens tested neither the ultimate tensile strength,
the endurance limit for flexure, nor the ductility was appreciably
affected by draws at a temperature lower than 600 degrees Fahr.
For the nickel-steel specimens for draws up to 400 degrees Fahr.
the ultimate tensile strength and the endurance limit for flexure
diminished slightly while the ductility increased a little. For draws
at higher temperatures the changes in values of strength and
ductility were more marked, the ultimate tensile strength and
endurance limit decreasing, and the ductility increasing. What-
ever advantages may be gained by draws below about 600 degrees
Fahr. such as relief from internal stress and increased machine-
ability, may be attained with but little, if any, sacrifice of tensile
strength or of endurance strength under flexure.
(6) The results of tests of the specimens subjected to severe
tensile overstress before being tested in reversed bending indicate
that a few applications of stress, well above the proportional
elastic limit of the metal, lowered the endurance limit under sub-
sequent reversed stress, the endurance being diminished by 22.9
per cent of its original value for one set of specimens. The effect
of polishing the specimens after overstressing has not yet been
investigated. Placing the specimens in boiling water did not seem
to have any appreciable beneficial effect on the endurance limit.
(7) From the test data recorded in this bulletin the follow-
ing tentative formula is given for wrought ferrous metals as ex-
pressing with a fair degree of accuracy the relation between the
endurance limit for cycles of completely reversed stress and the
endurance limit for cycles of stress not involving complete re-
versal:
s=s-\1  2 3)
in which r is the the algebraic ratio of minimum stress to maximum
stress during a cycle of stress (for completely reversed stress,
r= -1.0), Sr is the endurance limit for ratio r, and S 1 the en-
durance limit for completely reversed stress.
(8) If a specimen or machine part is subjected to cycles of
repeated-bending stress higher than the proportional elastic limit
of the metal, the tests indicate that there may result a failure by ex-
cessive distortion of the specimen or the machine part. The endur-
an'ce limit under repeated-bending stress should, then, never be con-
sidered as higher than the proportional elastic limit of the metal.
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APPENDIX A
A TESTING MACHINE FOR TESTS OF METALS
UNDER REVERSED BENDING
Nearly all the tests of metals in reversed bending, which have
been reported in Bulletin No. 124 and in this bulletin, have been made
on the Farmer rotating-beam machine shown in Fig. 42. The speci-
men for this machine is shown in Fig. 43. In this machine the speci-
men rotates, and it is necessary to center the specimen very carefully
with respect to the collets which hold it. Moreover, it is not con-
venient to make rise-of-temperature tests on a rotating specimen, nor
is it possible to examine the specimen during the test without stopping
the machine.
/ ,,1/1/1,L//// ^~.I ///.4./. / ( *-" , /17CJI//S
FIG. 43. SPECIMEN FOR ROTATING-BEAM TESTING MACHINE (FARMER TYPE)
Fig. 44 shows a reversed-bending testing machine recently put
into service in the laboratories of this investigation, in which the
above difficulties have been overcome with a good degree of success,
and which for several months has been giving excellent service. In
this machine one end of the specimen S is held rigid in the vise V, and
the other end, which runs in the bearing B, is rotated in a small circle.
Sidewise pressure, which can be adjusted by means of a screw, is
brought on the bearing B by a calibrated indicator spring I. The
compression of the spring, and hence the load on the specimen, is
measured by means of a strain-gage spanning the gage-holes GG shown
near the ends of the spring. The rotating spring is carried in the
cross-head C. Sidewise motion of the bearing B is prevented by plac-
ing the bearing in a slot, and excessive displacement of the bearing,
when the specimen breaks, by the rod R. The cross-head is driven by a
shaft H, a pulley P, and a motor not shown in the figure. The num-
ber of revolutions of the cross-head is measured by the revolution-
counter K which is driven by a worm on the drive-shaft H.
When a test to destruction is carried out, the fracture of the speci-
men occurs at the necked-down part N, and the broken end of the
specimen hits a screw and kicks out the lever L. This releases the
spring W, which then opens the motor switch D, thus stopping the
machine.
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This machine can be used for tests in which the rise of tempera-
ture of the specimen is measured. For this purpose fiber strips are
placed between the head-stock T and the base A, between the vise V
and the base A, and a fiber bushing is inserted between the end of the
specimen and its bearing. A thermocouple (copper-constantan) is
held against the specimen at the necked-dowi portion, and an opposed
thermocouple is placed in an insulating bushing against the vise end
of the specimen. From these couples wires lead to a delicate galvanom-
eter. The fiber bushings serve to minimize the transfer of heat from
the rotating parts of the machine.
FIG. 44. DIAGRAM OF ROTATING-SPRING REVERSED-BENDING TESTING MACHINE
The machine produces cycles of completely reversed bending
stress, and can be run at a speed of eighteen hundred revolutions per
minute.
Fig. 45 shows the test specimen used with this new machine. This
specimen is less expensive to machine than is the long, slender Farmer
specimen, shown in Fig. 43.
FIG. 45. SPECIMEN FOR ROTATING-SPRING REVERSED-BENDING TESTING MACHINE
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Cous es O for Commercial Teachers and Commercial and Civie Seretaries)
The College of Engineering (Architecture; Architectural, CergUc,- Civit, Electrical,
General Engineering, Physics)
The College of Agriculture (Agronomy; Animal Husbandry; Dairy Husandry;
Sfortioulture and Landscape Gardening; Agricultural Exteni0on; Teachers'
The College of Law (Three-yeaand four-year curriclumsbasedon two yars nd
: one year ocollegework respectively)._
The College of Education (includingthe Bureau of ducational earh)
The urriculum in journalis
The Curriculums in Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
The Schoiol of Railway Engineering and Administration
The School of Music (four-year curriculum)
The Library School (two-year curriculum for college graduates)
Thle College of Medicine (in Chicago)
'The College of Dentistry (in Chicago)
The School 'of Pharmacy (in Chicago); Ph.G. and Ph.. curriculums
The Snumer Session (eight weeks)
Experiment Stations and Scientific Bureaus: U,'S. Agricultural Expenment Sta-
State Entomologist's Office; Biological Experiment Station on Illiaois Fiver;
State Water Survey; State Geological Survey; U.- . Bureau of M^inies Eperi-
enmt Station
he Library collcions contain (January 1, 1923) 541, 127 volumes and 121,714-,
_-THE REGISTSRAR
UUbana, Illinois
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